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Abstract 
 
In contrast to many studies that link commercial agriculture with deforestation, 
analysis of household survey data and forest measurements in a group of 17 
neighboring villages in the Indian Himalayas revealed a positive correlation 
between the level of commercial agriculture and forest cover. Commercial 
agriculture channels resources away from cattle-raising, which is heavily 
dependent on forests for grazing. Unlike many of the cases where deforestation is a 
direct outcome of commercial agriculture expansion, there is a complementary 
relationship between the centralized enforcement of the state forest department and 
the decentralized enforcement of households who depend on the forests for various 
livelihood activities. By exercising flexibility toward forest dependence activities while 
strongly enforcing against outright deforestation and degradation, state forest guards 
cultivate common interests in forest outcomes. Households are stakeholders in the 
condition of forests on which they depend, and they reinforce the efforts of forest 
guards to enforce laws against tree felling and encroachment. When the pressures of 
large-scale deforestation are contained, the more subtle effects of reduced grazing 
pressure can be observed. 
 
To better understand the drivers of commercial crop cultivation, a dynamic, agent-
based model was designed to assess the relationship between household crop 
choices and market dynamics. Households were modeled as “consumers of choices” 
who evaluate and select choices with the best outcomes. Rather than focusing 
exclusively on market signals, the model introduces more complex elements of 
household decision-making like diversification and social norms. As households often 
converge on a common crop choice in shared land units, the model results reveal that 
social norms act as a buffer against the influence of market signals. Household choices 
respond weakly to market fluctuations unless the fluctuations reach a critical level that 
triggers tipping points in the decision-making process. Sustained, weak market 
fluctuations have less impact on long-term crop choices than short-term, strong 
fluctuations. Market dynamics are not the only potential triggers of tipping points. 
Changes related to climate change may also be significant. Higher temperatures could 
make sowing and harvest dates occur sooner in the year. If harvest dates for peas occur 
two weeks sooner than normal, the model predicts that pea cultivation will increase by 
10% because households will take advantage of seasonal price variations. Assessing 
future commercial cropping levels and their associated impacts on forest cover requires 
careful study of potential triggers of tipping points. These include strong or volatile 
market signals, as well as other major changes to harvest schedules or productivity. 
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Introduction 
The most pressing environmental issues of modern times, including carbon emissions, loss of 
biodiversity, and soil erosion, are closely linked to forests. Deforestation accounts for 
approximately 12% of global carbon emissions (van der Werf et al. 2009), making it a significant 
contributor to rising atmospheric CO2 levels. Estimates of biodiversity loss are more than 100 times 
pre-human levels, evidence of a global extinction of species that is sometimes referred to as the 
sixth major extinction event in the history of life on earth (Pimm et al. 1995). Much attention has 
been paid to understanding the drivers of deforestation, but only in the last twenty years have 
researchers looked more closely at the drivers of numerous reforestation patterns around the 
world. Patterns of reforestation offer the tantalizing opportunity to blunt the effects of 
deforestation and its negative consequences. I will discuss five general models of reforestation that 
are common in the conservation literature. I will then introduce the Indian case study that is the 
focus of this research, which does not fit neatly into any of the common reforestation models. On 
the contrary, the crux of the reforestation dynamic in this case study is something that is most often 
associated with models of deforestation: commercial crop cultivation. 
Five Conceptual Models of Reforestation 
 
Forest transition 
There are numerous historical examples of forest 
recoveries in economically developed nations. 
Mather first coined the term ‘forest transition’ 
(Mather 1992) to describe a pattern of severe 
deforestation followed by a period of moderate 
reforestation, as shown in Figure 1. Most European 
nations have undergone a forest transition. 
Between 1964 and 1985, the forest and woodland 
coverage across Europe increased by 7.1% (Mather 
1992). The socio-economic transformations that 
determine the timing of the forest transition are 
highly contested. The main argument is that 
 
Figure 1: The forest transition, or environmental Kuznets 
curve 
 
Socio-economic 
transformations 
related to economic 
development 
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agricultural yields increase as industrial farming technology becomes more advanced, causing food 
prices to decrease. Less land is needed to grow the same amount of food. This makes traditional 
farming practices uneconomical, causing widespread abandonment of agricultural land and 
outmigration to find non-farm jobs (Rudel et al. 2005; Mather 1992; Hecht 2005). The abandoned 
land then begins a process of ecological succession and becomes secondary forest. Findings in the 
Sierra Norte region of Oaxaca, Mexico fit this general model of outmigration and abandonment 
(Robson 2009). However, the strategy of waiting for forest transitions to solve deforestation 
problems is contested in several ways. First, there are counterexamples, such as the Amazon Basin 
in Bolivia where deforestation has continued even with “extremely intensive ‘hi-tech’ genetic and 
mechanical production technologies” (Hecht and Saatchi 2007). Between 1976 and 2000, 
deforestation in Mexico has continued in spite of widespread industrialization of agriculture and 
high levels of outmigration (Garcia-Barrios 2009). Second, many species of plants and animals may 
become extinct by the time the forest transition curve reaches bottom. This biodiversity loss would 
not be recovered in the subsequent reforestation. Third, one can challenge the assumption that an 
untouched, forested landscape is a better ecological outcome than a patchy landscape of 
agricultural land and forest areas (Robson 2009). By creating small-scale ecological disturbances, 
some farming practices create a landscape mosaic that includes many stages of ecological 
succession, an outcome similar to the natural effects of fire and other natural disturbances (Berkes 
and Davidson-Hunt 2006). Finally, the notion that abandonment is the solution to deforestation 
discounts the ability of human institutions to sustainably manage forests (Ostrom 1990; Leach and 
Mearns 1996; Bray et al. 2003; Duran-Medina et al. 2005). 
 
Scarcity of forest products 
Another economically based model of reforestation is based on forest scarcity. Following a period 
of deforestation when forests are cleared to make room for agriculture, there are fewer sources for 
essential forest products like timber and fuel wood. This creates higher demand for those products, 
which encourages the planting of trees to meet that demand (Rudel et al. 2005). Foster and 
Rosenzweig (2003) found that increases in demand for wood products were accompanied by 
increases in forest cover in India. They also found no evidence that high levels of agricultural 
technology and outmigration had any relationship to increases in forest area. 
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Government mandates 
Using state power to isolate forested environments from the complex workings of human activities 
is a simple, yet often heavy-handed and inflexible approach to reforestation. This model of 
reforestation has a long history, but its successes have largely been outweighed by its controversies. 
Consequently, governments in the last few decades have avoided overt mandates in favor of 
payment systems, subsidies, and co-management agreements to accomplish reforestation goals. In 
the early 20th century in India, the Forest Department rapidly expanded the amount of land it 
controlled from 13 to 24% of India’s territory (Agrawal 2005). With the intention of maintaining 
reforestation rates that maximized the yield of commercial timber products, the Forest Department 
heavily restricted the use of forests by local residents (grazing, timber, fodder, fire regimes for 
agriculture, etc.). Ultimately, the mandates were impossible to enforce effectively, and they 
generated widespread anger among people whose livelihood depended heavily on forest resources. 
Indira Gandhi, who came to power in the 1960’s, saw more than commercial interest in preserving 
forests. She personally recognized intrinsic value in forested environments, and she acted 
vigorously to protect them. But while her motives were different, her methods were largely the 
same. Her policies continued to rely on mandates to exclude resident peoples from forests in the 
name of preservation (Rangarajan 2005).  
 
In 1969 and 1986, Costa Rica passed forest laws in an attempt to recover forests that had been 
depleted by deforestation drivers like commercial crop cultivation and cattle-raising. These 
mandates included severe penalties for cutting trees without a permit. Deforestation continued to 
occur because large landowners were able to secure the necessary permits. It was the poorer 
landowners that had trouble getting permits, which created a general bitterness toward the law 
and the goals of reforestation in general (Nygren 1995). In 1996, Costa Rica introduced a new 
model of reforestation that would compensate the rural population for the opportunity costs of 
reforestation initiatives. This new model based on payments for ecosystem services is discussed in 
the next section. 
 
Payment for Ecosystem Services 
According to this model, people voluntarily make conservation-friendly choices if they make sense 
from a financial point of view, which is a more efficient and fair method of reaching conservation 
goals than coercion and mandates (Wunder and Wertz-Kanounnikoff 2009). To mitigate soil 
erosion in China, the government established the Sloping Land Conversion Program, which includes 
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payments for 5 to 8 years if farmers shift from agriculture to forest-based livelihoods. This 
effectively placed a monetary value on the presence of forests in certain areas.  Although the 
program has shown positive results in terms of reforestation, forest-based livelihoods are generally 
not viable without the subsidies, calling into question the sustainability of the forest gains (Zhou et 
al. 2006). Furthermore, reforestation can take many forms, some of which are less productive for 
biodiversity and carbon sequestration than others. In Southern China, many farmers took 
advantage of the Sloping Lands Conversion Program to plant rubber plantations, which technically 
qualified as reforestation. However, rubber plantations may support less biodiversity and carbon 
biomass than the slash-and-burn agricultural regimes that they replaced (Ziegler et al. 2009). 
 
Apart from subsidies, there are also payment mechanisms that aim to be truly market-based by 
establishing markets that assign monetary value to conservation products (e.g. a ton of carbon or a 
vegetated watershed). People, companies, and organizations that are willing to spend money on 
such products are connected with communities who respond to market demand with their supply 
of conservation products (an acre of pasture that could become forest). The REDD Program 
(Reducing Emissions from Degradation and Deforestation) is a market-based program that is 
poised for rapid adoption across the world in the next few years. The Natural Capital Project, in 
partnership with the World Wildlife Fund and other organizations, has developed software for 
estimating the value of ecosystem services (InVEST). InVEST supports the measurement and 
valuation of ecosystem services like biodiversity, carbon sequestration, and water quality. 
  
The market-based approach is criticized from a logistical standpoint. In most places, it is not likely 
to be an engagement with individual communities that set conditions for their services (Phelps et al. 
2010). The administrative authority to make decisions and receive payments is often diffuse and 
unclear. India provides an example of potential difficulties. Forests are owned almost entirely by 
the Indian Forest Department, and their use by local households is approved for certain livelihood 
activities. However, forests are divided into administrative areas (beats) that do not match the 
political boundaries of village level governments (panchayats), creating overlapping authority. In 
some cases, one forest guard may report to multiple panchayats, or multiple forest guards may 
report to one panchayat. This potentially means that several panchayats, hundreds of households, 
and the Forest Department are all stakeholders in the decisions involving any particular beat. There 
is a danger that the least powerful stakeholders will have little or no influence on lucrative 
agreements that drastically affect their livelihoods (Phelps et al. 2010; Chhatre and Agrawal 2009).  
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Another criticism of market-based approaches is that they can easily degrade into government 
subsidies if the government plays too great a role in the market. In Mexico, the Payment for 
Hydrological Services Program uses federal water fees to connect those who benefit from clean 
water with those who can protect watersheds through reforestation. While this establishes a link 
between beneficiaries and providers, the link is very tenuous because the government acts as 
intermediary at the national level. Effectively, the program is not market-based because there are 
no direct links between forest owners and water companies, and there is no price flexibility 
(Muñoz-Piña et al. 2008). Prices cannot be dynamically determined to suit the specific opportunity 
costs of local areas. Consequently, the fixed prices are set to artificially low levels, causing funds to 
be directed to forest areas with low opportunity costs and little danger of being deforested in the 
first place. The government was aware of this problem, but the political pressure and logistical 
hurdles were too high to establish a framework for transactions between service providers and 
users, especially given the public good nature of water (McAfee and Shapiro 2010; Muñoz-Piña et al. 
2008). Gaveau et al. (2009) identified the same problem with a REDD initiative in Sumatra. The 
REDD project area is remote and inaccessible, with low likelihood of deforestation. The authors 
identify many other areas that are endangered by palm oil plantations, but high opportunity costs 
and resistance from political-economic interests make them a difficult target for a REDD project. 
 
Collective Decisions 
In this model, the people who depend on forests for their livelihoods recognize the value of 
standing forests, and they act collectively (through institutions or informally) to maintain or expand 
the existing forest areas. In Northern Guinea, the distinctive forest islands of the region were long 
considered to be remnants of a long period of deforestation. On the contrary, after reviewing aerial 
photographs, satellite images, map archives, explorer journals, and interviews with older residents, 
Fairhead and Leach (1996) discovered that the region never had expansive forests, and that the 
forest islands around villages were actually established by local residents. Residents perceived the 
forest islands as providing a variety of benefits, including protection from bush fires and high winds, 
convenient forest products, and fortification. Until recent decades, the dominance of the ‘tragedy of 
the commons’ narrative of deforestation (Hardin 1968) precluded the possibility that local 
residents were actually reforesting rather than deforesting their surrounding environment. At the 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 1992, participants signed the 
Statement on Forest Principles, which suggested that common property institutions were now 
considered capable of conserving forests (Cardoso 2002). 
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In Mexico, most forest land is neither publicly nor individually owned. Instead, individual 
communities own the majority of forests as common property. Bray et al. (2003) identifies several 
communities that made collective decisions to implement reforestation plans in their forests. The 
community of La Trinidad in Oaxaca implemented a plan to concentrate its agricultural plots into a 
smaller area in order to make space for reforestation efforts. Analysis of satellite imagery shows 
that the forest areas of several neighboring communities in Oaxaca have increased steadily between 
1980 and 2000 (Bray et al. 2003). 
 
One potential disadvantage of resting the fate of reforestation efforts on autonomous communities 
is that the physical areas that are important for conservation purposes may span over multiple 
communities. The success of a holistic reforestation effort in a watershed would depend on inter-
community coordination that must advance a centralized strategy while maintaining incentives for 
individual community members to cooperate. Building a successful managerial structure is not 
trivial, and there are likely to be successes and failures (McKean 2000; Brandon et al. 2005). Can 
specific conservation objectives withstand an array of outcomes along the success-failure 
spectrum? 
Commercial Crops and Deforestation 
 
Commercial crop cultivation is most often highlighted as a driver of deforestation. The expansion of 
palm oil, rubber, and industrial wood plantations in Indonesia were linked to catastrophic fires that 
swept across the largest conservation areas and national parks in the country in 1997 (Dauvergne 
1998). In the Bolivian Amazon, a statistical model (based on household-level survey data of rice 
cultivated in the previous year, level of market participation, and forest clearing) showed a strong 
positive correlation between commercial crop cultivation and clearing of old-growth forest (Vadez 
et al. 2008). In Tanzania, tobacco cultivation requires significant quantities of wood to cure the crop, 
resulting in deforestation in neighboring woodlands for both crop expansion and fuelwood 
extraction (Mangora 2005). The cultivation of khat in Ethiopia contributes to deforestation through 
its own expansion, as well as the immigration it encourages to khat-growing regions (Dessie and 
Kinlund 2008). Much of the research about the relationship between commercial crops and 
deforestation also invoke a Malthusian argument, which claims that increases in population are an 
indirect driver of deforestation. For example, tobacco cultivation in Tanzania could be sustainable if 
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the fallow periods were maintained at 20 years or longer, but population pressures reduce the 
fallow periods to unsustainable levels, forcing farmers to extract from the woodlands to 
supplement their fuelwood needs (Mangora 2005). Hecht and Saatchi (2007) provide a contrasting 
view in their research on forest cover in El Salvador that shows no correlation between 
deforestation and population density. 
 
A minority of researchers have identified scenarios in which commercial crop cultivation can be 
linked to reforestation. Namaalwa et al. (2005) constructed a dynamic model of village decisions 
among various livelihood activities. Their results showed that increases in agricultural productivity 
corresponded to increases in deforestation, but also to decreases in forest dependence. Forests that 
avoid complete deforestation actually experience a recovery due to the reduced user load. In 
another study on commercial crop cultivation in northern Thailand, Tungittiplakorn and Dearden 
(2002) found that commercial crop cultivation reduced the time available for hunting and other 
forest activities, gradually eroding the dependence of the Hmong people on the forest. 
 
This research provides an additional data point in the constellation of studies on the relationship 
between commercial crop cultivation and forest cover. 
Study Area and Survey Data 
 
The study area is Thaltukhod Valley, an area of 17 villages and 522 households that is located in the 
Indian Himalayas (Figure 2). There is considerable heterogeneity in the livelihood strategies of 
households in the valley. Most households make their livelihoods on some mixture of subsistence 
agriculture, commercial crop cultivation, livestock rearing, and civil service jobs. The forests that 
adjoin each village also make significant contributions to livelihood strategies, as households 
depend (to varying degrees) on forest products like fuel wood, grazing area, fodder, timber, fencing, 
biomass, and medicinal plants. Due to the mountainous landscape of Thaltukhod Valley, the 
agricultural areas do not generally span large, continuous areas. Each village has between two and 
seven agricultural land units that vary in size and altitude. Within each land unit, there are clear, 
legally-recognized delineations of what land belongs to each household in the village, with 
landholding sizes varying greatly among households. While the land is privately-owned by 
individual households, the close physical proximity of properties in the same land unit incentivizes 
households to make cooperative decisions. For example, a valuable commercial crop like rajmah 
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may be susceptible to wildlife invasion, and households may decide that paying a guard is 
worthwhile.  However, it is most efficient if everyone chooses to plant rajmah in the same land unit, 
so that the costs can be shared.  
 
There are three main crops that are grown for household consumption (not for commercial 
purposes): maize, wheat, and barley. There are also three main crops that are grown for 
commercial purposes (and some consumption): potatoes, rajmah, and peas. Four of these crops are 
summer crops (pea, potato, rajmah, and maize), which means they must compete for available 
space and household labor. As shown in Figure 3, peas have a more recent presence in the valley, 
increasing over 800% 
between 1998 and 2004. 
However, there are no 
declines of similar 
magnitude in the cultivation 
of other crops, suggesting 
that the labor required for 
the increased pea 
cultivation comes from 
declines in other activities.  
 
Given the hypothesized 
relationship between 
commercial crops and 
forest cover, it becomes 
important to understand 
the drivers of current and 
future commercial cropping 
levels. The most obvious 
drivers are market prices, 
where higher and lower prices correlate strongly with higher and lower levels of cultivation. 
However, this approach treats individual households as isolated entities that make simplistic 
decisions in response to market signals. In Thaltukhod Valley, the decisions of individual 
households take place in the crosscurrents of micro-politics and social norms because land units 
 
Figure 2: The study area is Thaltukhod Valley in the Indian Himalayas, consisting of 17 
villages and 522 households. 
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are shared spaces where one household’s decision may have consequences for other households. 
Also, due to periodic crop failures caused by natural disasters or diseases like potato blight, 
household responses to market signals are tempered by the perceived value of crop diversification. 
One objective of this research is to assess the 
relationship between market dynamics and 
household decision-making by developing 
an agent-based model that captures the 
competing influences of markets, social 
norms, and diversification. Significant 
survey data is needed to build and calibrate 
such a model. 
 
In 2008, a comprehensive survey was 
administered to all 522 households in the 
valley. Households were asked in detail 
about their livelihood activities for the 
previous four years (2004-2007), and also 
ten years ago (1998). They were asked about specific cropping decisions, forest usage, livestock 
counts, and grazing areas. GPS devices were used to mark the locations of households, land units, 
and forest usage boundaries, as shown in Figure 2. For every piece of land owned by each of the 522 
households, the survey captures the crop type and area under cultivation between the years of 
2004-2007, as well as 1998.  
 
A land unit survey was also conducted. Households who own property in a certain land unit were 
asked to estimate the productivity of the land unit for each crop that could be grown there. 
Productivity is measured in kilograms per bigha (one bigha = 0.2 acres). Households were also 
asked to identify the sowing and harvest dates for each crop in the land unit. 
 
The final objective of this research is to use the agent-based model calibrated with the household 
survey data to explore the hypothetical impacts of a warming climate on commercial crop 
cultivation in Thaltukhod Valley. Pea prices are very high early in the season, and they drop off 
sharply over the course of several weeks, suggesting that slightly earlier harvest dates (due to a 
warmer climate) could be a significant factor in household crop choices.  
 
Figure 3: Area under cultivation of the main summer crops in 
Thaltukhod. Peas show explosive growth between 1998 and 
2004, while other crops maintain relatively constant levels. 
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Summary of Research Questions 
 
1. What is the relationship between commercial crop cultivation and forest cover in the study area? 
 
2. In order to understand current and future commercial cropping levels, can the dynamics of 
household decision-making be reproduced by an agent-based model that incorporates market 
prices, diversification, and social norms in ranking the desirability of crop choices? 
 
3. How does the nature of market dynamics (not the magnitude) interact with household decision-
making to determine commercial cropping levels? This includes the effect of short-term vs. long-
term price trends, volatile vs. stable price trends, and tipping points in the decision-making process. 
 
4. Given the sharp drop in pea prices over the six week period of the harvest season, how would pea 
cultivation levels in Thaltukhod Valley respond to earlier harvest dates due to a warming climate? 
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Relating Commercial Crops to Forest Cover 
Data Analysis 
 
Based on household survey data, the total area of commercial crops cultivated in Thaltukhod Valley 
increased 43% between 1998 and 2008, from 2,447 to 3,498 bighas (from 489 to 700 acres). This 
was mainly due to increases in pea cultivation, as shown in Figure 3. The sharp increase in area 
under pea cultivation was not offset by declines in other summer crops, such that the total area 
under cultivation for all crops increased 29% during the same period, from 3,219 to 4,142 bighas 
(from 644 to 828 acres). The increase in total area under cultivation introduced additional labor 
and land requirements. Between 1998 and 2008, Thaltukhod Valley did not experience significant 
population growth and has not widely adopted technological advancements in farming practices. 
Therefore, it is likely that some of the additional labor for crop cultivation came from decreases in 
other labor-intensive activities. 
 
During the same period in 
which commercial crop 
cultivation increased 43% 
by area, raw numbers of 
cattle declined 24% from 
2,637 to 2,006 head (Figure 
4). To assess the change in 
grazing pressure on forests, 
the effective number of 
cattle that are grazed in 
forests must be calculated. 
In both 1998 and 2008, 
households reported that 
78% of their grazing 
supply came from forests, 
while 22% came from 
agricultural land units. The 
 
Figure 4: Total livestock numbers declined between 1998 and 2008. The proportion of 
cattle grazed in forests fell even more sharply because of increases in stall-feeding. 
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effective number of cattle that are grazed in forests is determined by multiplying the total number 
of cattle that are not stall-fed by 0.78, which yields 2,032 cattle grazed in forests in 1998, and 1,362 
cattle grazed in forests in 2008. This represents an effective decline of 33% in cattle-grazing 
pressure on forests. Cattle-grazing pressure on agricultural land units also declined by 33% 
between 1998 and 2008. Much of this decline in grazing pressure was due to the waning 
importance of cattle in household livelihood strategies, and some of it was due to increases in the 
practice of stall-feeding cattle. In 1998, households reported a total of 46 head of cattle that were 
stall-fed, and in 2008 households reported a total of 269 head of cattle that were stall-fed, a valley-
wide increase of nearly 500%. 
 
Having established the valley-wide trends of increasing commercial crop cultivation and decreasing 
livestock holdings, the relationship between these two trends at the village level is now examined. 
Since villages and forests vary in size, it is important to normalize measurements before making 
comparisons. In Figure 5, cattle density (cattle per square kilometer of forest) is compared to 
commercial crop area per adult, where an 
adult is defined as someone between the 
ages of 15 and 60. This method forfeits some 
accuracy to the discrepancy between the 
geographical area and the actual area that is 
accessible to cattle in the highly 
mountainous landscape. However, it is 
assumed that a similar proportion of area is 
accessible to cattle in all of the forests, such 
that relationships can still be tested. 
 
There is one data point in Figure 5 for each 
village, except for Marh Village, which shares 
a forest area with Bhumchayan Village. Their 
data are combined into a single data point. 
The resulting scatterplot reveals a negative 
relationship between commercial crop area per adult and cattle density, suggesting that the two 
activities are related by their demands on a finite labor pool. The coefficient of determination of the 
regression equation shows that variations in commercial crop area per adult predict 33% of the 
 
Figure 5: In each village, cattle density is plotted against 
commercial crop area per adult, revealing a negative correlation 
that is driven by the opportunity costs of labor. 
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variation in cattle density. As commercial crop area per adult increases, labor that was formerly 
engaged in cattle grazing activities is transferred to commercial cropping activities. 
 
To assess forest cover in Thaltukhod Valley, another survey was conducted in each of the villages’ 
forests to assess the coverage of woody biomass. To gather samples of tree measurements, two size 
groups were established based on the measurement of girth at breast height (GBH). Thirty plots of 
10-meter radius were distributed across each forest to measure trees with GBH greater than 32 cm, 
and thirty plots of 3-meter radius were distributed across each forest to measure trees with GBH 
between 8 and 32 cm.  Trees with GBH less than 8 cm are not considered, as they do not contribute 
significantly to measurements of total basal area. In each plot, all trees in the relevant size group 
were measured and recorded. To assess coverage of woody biomass, the GBH measurements for 
both tree sizes were converted to area measurements using Equation 1 and Equation 2, which 
assume a roughly round shape for tree trunks. 
 
The GBH, which is the circumference of the tree trunk, is related to the radius of the tree trunk by 
Equation 1. The result of Equation 1 is substituted into Equation 2 to compute the cross-sectional 
area of the tree trunk, which is a measure of the areal coverage of the tree’s base. The total plot area 
is computed in Equation 3, producing a different value for each of the tree-size groups. For example, 
the plot area for trees larger than 32 cm has a plot radius of 10 meters and, therefore, the area is 
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314.159 m2. The total basal area in a plot (for a given size-group) is computed as a proportion of the 
plot area by summing the basal area for all trees in that plot, and then dividing by the total plot area, 
as shown in Equation 4. For each village’s forest, there are thirty plots in each size group for which 
basal area is calculated. The average basal 
area of each size group is computed and then 
summed in Equation 5 to produce an 
average basal area estimate for the forest (as 
a proportion of total area). 
 
The average basal area was calculated for 
each village’s forest, and the results were 
plotted against cattle density in Figure 6. The 
strong negative correlation highlights the 
impact of reduced forest dependence for 
grazing. With fewer cattle to support, forests 
develop more tree cover. Figure 6 also 
shows that average basal area is a function 
of the natural log of cattle density, which 
means that forest cover responds 
dramatically to changes in cattle densities on 
the low end of the cattle density range 
(between 0-200 cattle/km2). As many 
villages currently have cattle densities in 
that range, even small decreases in cattle 
grazing could have a major impact on forest 
cover. 
 
Besides grazing, fuelwood is another aspect 
of forest dependence that could have an 
impact on forest cover, as it entails high 
levels of extraction of woody biomass. There 
has been little change in fuelwood collection 
between 1998 and 2008. Fuelwood accounts 
 
Figure 6: For each village’s forest, the average basal area 
determined in Equation 5 is plotted against cattle density, 
revealing a negative correlation that is driven by reduced forest 
dependency for grazing. 
 
Figure 7: For each village’s forest, the average basal area 
determined in Equation 5 is plotted against commercial crop area 
per adult, revealing a positive correlation. 
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for 100% of fuel needs for nearly all 522 households. However, there are approximately 15 
households that have started using some kerosene or liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) for heating and 
cooking. Households must spend disposable income to purchase kerosene and LPG, but households 
also avoid the labor intensive activity of fuelwood collection by using alternative fuels. If 
households determine that commercial crop cultivation is a better use of labor than fuelwood 
collection, i.e. if the additional income matches or exceeds the cost of kerosene and LPG, then there 
could be another source of downward pressure on forest dependence in Thaltukhod Valley. As with 
grazing, this could have an impact on forest cover. 
 
The two relationships in Figure 5 and Figure 6 are combined in Figure 7, which shows average 
forest cover plotted against commercial crop area per adult. Villages with higher densities of 
commercial crop cultivation tend to have forests with more tree cover. The increases in commercial 
crop cultivation transfer labor away from forest activities, decreasing household dependence on 
forests. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
 
The political status of forests is integral to the explanation of the positive correlation between 
commercial crop cultivation and forest cover. After the Indian Forest Act of 1927 went into effect, 
the Indian Forest Department established ownership over a vast stretch of forest lands across India. 
Prior to 1986, commercial logging rights in Himachal Pradesh were sold by the state to private 
contractors, resulting in significant deforestation. After 1986, state law prohibited commercial tree 
felling. Unauthorized tree felling and agricultural cultivation by local households is still strictly 
prohibited in forests. Tree felling for private use is heavily restricted to one cubic meter per 
household every fifteen years (to make repairs on houses), and three cubic meters per household 
every thirty years for new home construction. Other forest activities like grazing, fuelwood 
collection, and extraction of biomass are officially limited, but in practice, forest guards often 
exercise leniency in allowing households to conduct their livelihood activities with minimal 
interference. This leniency stems from the fact that forest guards live in the communities that they 
regulate, which means that they are not isolated from local politics and social norms. 
 
By strictly prohibiting activities that entail significant felling of trees while flexibly permitting other 
activities, the state forest guards implicitly draw a distinction between forest destruction and forest 
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dependence. A side benefit of permitting significant forest dependence is that households develop 
and maintain an interest in the forest, due to its central role in their livelihood strategies. This 
makes households more likely to be proactive in supporting the enforcement of forest rules, since it 
would be considered unfair for one household to extract unlawful benefits while degrading the 
forest on which other households depend. Most of the time, this self-enforcement of forest rules is 
an important supplement to official forest guards who cannot watch all parts of their jurisdiction at 
all times. Agrawal (2005) noted that “only when villagers saw forests as theirs and the condition of 
forests as dependent on their actions would they begin to follow protectionist strategies.” In Costa 
Rica, after the Forest Law of 1990 curtailed household dependence on forests in response to fears 
of rampant forest degradation, Nygren (1995) found that the youngest residents in the community 
of Alto Tuis “have little acquaintance with the native timber trees or alimentary plants growing in 
the primary forest.” When the forest dependence was severed, households no longer had a stake in 
forest outcomes. Consequently, households channeled their creativity to circumventing forest rules 
rather than supporting them. 
 
Increasing commercial crop cultivation exerts pressure in two ways. It exerts downward pressure 
on forest dependence by making demands on a finite labor pool, and it exerts upward pressure on 
forest destruction to make room for the expansion of commercial crop cultivation. In most 
situations where the relationship between commercial crops and forest outcomes are studied, the 
positive outcomes of reduced forest dependence are consumed by the larger, negative outcomes of 
forest encroachment and rampant deforestation. However, these are situations where enforcement 
against forest destruction is lacking or inadequate. In the context of Thaltukhod Valley, the upward 
pressure on deforestation is limited by strong enforcement mechanisms, while downward pressure 
on forest dependence is unfettered. By controlling for deforestation, the more subtle impacts of 
reduced forest dependence on forest cover can be assessed, highlighting an important dimension of 
the relationship between commercial crops and forest cover. 
 
None of the five general models of reforestation fully describes the dynamics of reforestation that 
are occurring in Thaltukhod Valley. The “forest transition” and “forest scarcity” models of 
reforestation do not recognize enforcement mechanisms as integral parts of forest conservation. In 
these models, the rational behavior of markets leads to reforestation either through abandonment 
of agricultural land or demand for scarce forest products. These market-based models are not 
particularly relevant to the situation in Thaltukhod Valley, where enforcement is clearly an 
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important factor. The “government mandates” model emphasizes centralized enforcement 
mechanisms, while the “collective decisions” model emphasizes decentralized enforcement 
mechanisms. The situation in Thaltukhod Valley is best described as a hybrid of these two models. 
There is a complementary relationship between the centralized enforcement of the state forest 
department and the decentralized enforcement of households who depend on the forests for 
various livelihood activities. While households do not officially have a stake in forest outcomes, they 
have an unofficial stake because of the flexible arrangements that permit livelihood activities in 
forests. 
 
There is an important weakness in this study’s findings about increasing forest cover: there is no 
temporal evidence to show that reforestation has occurred in individual forests over time. The 
forest cover measurements are only available for 2008. The assertion that forest cover is increasing 
relies on the strong statistical relationship between cattle holdings and forest cover, as well as the 
survey data that shows large declines in overall cattle holdings. The theorized causality of this 
relationship is well-founded, although a temporal record of increasing forest cover would be more 
compelling. 
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Crop Choice Model Design 
Background 
 
Before describing the design of the model, the rationale for implementing a dynamic, discrete-
choice model rather than a static, descriptive statistical model is explained. A descriptive, statistical 
model predicts a response variable as a function of one or more explanatory variables. For example, 
the bivariate model in Figure 5 could be used to predict commercial crop cultivation levels of a 
village based on the cattle density of the village. But when the model predicts five acres of 
cultivation, it is based solely on the association between response and explanatory variables, not on 
the discrete choices that explain the rationale behind individual household choices. What factors 
make six acres too much and four acres too little? There is little visibility into the household’s 
cropping decisions, or into the broader context of the household’s livelihood strategy that balances 
the priorities of income, risk mitigation, social norms, general well-being, and personal values. In 
summary, the model is descriptive, not explanatory. 
 
Discrete-choice models require more detailed data than descriptive models because they simulate 
the rationale behind individual decisions, rather than just descriptive patterns. The priorities, 
choices, and tradeoffs of individual agents (households in this case) must be explicitly modeled, and 
they must be calibrated to match actual household decision-making as closely as possible. This level 
of  detailed calibration requires significant household-level survey data, which is not always 
available or easy to obtain. Without robust household-level survey data, discrete-choice models 
struggle to maintain credibility because the researcher’s subjectivities play a greater role in the 
model design and calibration process. Valbuena et al. (2010) describes the difficulty of using an 
agent-based approach to do regional scale studies, since rigorous household-level data over large 
areas are generally not feasible to obtain. To simplify the data requirements while maintaining the 
advantages of a disaggregated, discrete-choice approach, their framework assigns individual agents 
to a small set of predefined typologies, each with its own probabilistically-defined priorities. This 
eliminates the need to determine individual priorities for every household in the region. 
Fortunately, the household-level survey data for Thaltukhod Valley contains detailed information 
about the cropping choices of all 522 households in the area encompassing 17 villages. This 
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provides enough detail to model every household as an individual entity with its own unique 
circumstances and priorities. 
 
A dynamic model can account for feedbacks in the temporal dimension, while a static model does 
not capture feedbacks between the response variable and explanatory variables over time. 
Continuing with the example of commercial crops and cattle density, if the model were static, then 
the commercial crop cultivation area would have a single, unchanging value for each village. If the 
model were dynamic, then the predicted cultivation area at the present time might affect cattle 
densities in the future, forming a temporal feedback from the response variable to the explanatory 
variable. These feedbacks are important aspects of social and ecological systems, since outcomes 
are not isolated from their drivers. That is, the environment affects choices as they are made, but 
choices also affect the environment in which they occur. Land use modeling studies are sometimes 
criticized for making the simplifying assumption that land use outcomes do not feed back to 
influence land use drivers (Verburg 2006). In reality, such feedbacks do exist and their impacts can 
be significant. For example, increases in deforestation for rice cultivation may lead to higher 
incomes, which in turn lead to potential increases in investments that intensify deforestation 
(Vadez et al. 2008). 
 
In a dynamically modeled system with a variety of active feedback mechanisms, households make 
decisions in turbulent circumstances. They exercise their unique priorities and choices in a 
changing environment where the most rational choice is not necessarily the same as it was two 
years ago. As a result of the interactive balances of these active feedbacks, the system may have 
multiple states of equilibrium, resulting in tipping points and non-linear behavior. Wilson (2007) 
refers to these systemic tipping points as ‘transitional ruptures’ because the nature of the system 
fundamentally changes in some way. The system is no longer simply responding to stimuli along a 
predictable, continuous gradient like a mathematical function. During the rupture, there is a 
moment of discontinuity before the new system dynamics are established. For example, changes in 
tropical forest cover in the Amazon Basin are a continuous function of increases and decreases in 
deforestation pressure. In theory, forest cover should return to its original levels when 
deforestation pressures are eliminated. However, some researchers argue that the forest ecosystem 
may experience a transitional rupture in which the loss of forest cover fundamentally changes the 
rainfall and fire regimes in the Amazon Basin (Nepstad et al. 2008). This means that the equilibrium 
state of the Amazon ecosystem could change from evergreen tropical forest to semi-arid vegetation. 
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After the transitional rupture, forest cover would not respond in the same way to the elimination of 
deforestation pressure. Instead, the forest cover would approach the equilibrium of a semi-arid 
ecosystem, rather than an evergreen tropical ecosystem. 
 
This chapter explores the role of market dynamics, diversification strategies, and social norms in 
shaping household cropping choices in Thaltukhod Valley in Himachal Pradesh, India. The use of a 
dynamic, discrete-choice model is justified by the added visibility into the mechanisms of 
household decision-making, as well as the ability to model important system feedbacks. 
Model Software Environment 
 
The software design of the dynamic, discrete-choice model is a custom implementation for this case 
study. It was designed in C++ in the Microsoft Foundation Classes framework . This section 
provides an overview of the model’s software environment, and the next section describes the 
details of the model itself. The graphical user interface is shown in Figure 8. 
  
Figure 8: The graphical user interface provides spatial, temporal, and graphical visualization of crop choices in the study area. 
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The spatial representation of household crop choices in the left panel of Figure 8 is derived from 
the household and land use survey data. The household survey data contains details about crop 
choices in the years 2004-2007. Specifically, the surveys record all crops grown by a household in 
each land unit for each year between 2004 and 2007. To complement the household data, the land 
unit surveys record the sowing and harvest dates for each crop in each land unit. The dates may 
differ among land units because of the specific, physical properties of land units, including elevation, 
aspect, and slope. The sowing and harvest dates have a precision of ¼ of one month, which is 
approximately one week (based on the simplifying assumption that a year has 48 weeks). The 
visualization engine of the software combines the household and land unit information to produce a 
spatiotemporal map of crop choices. There are 48 discrete time steps in each year (12 months x 4 
weeks), and there are four years of available survey data. Therefore, the visualization supports 192 
discrete points in time (48 weeks x 4 years). In Figure 8, the time is set to week 30 (upper left of 
spatial visualization panel), which corresponds to the third week of August in 2004. The time can be 
increased or decreased between 0 and 191 by pressing the navigation buttons or typing the time 
directly into the field. 
 
Households, land units, and villages’ forests are all geographically accurate representations based 
on GPS tracks. The software reads spatial information from shapefiles, and it reads survey 
information from files of comma-separated values (CSV). The software combines the information 
from both sources into objects that represent households, land units, and forests (Figure 9). Refer 
Household 
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Land Unit 
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Household 
Survey CSV 
Land Unit 
Survey CSV 
Forest 
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CShapefile 
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Figure 9: Initialization of household, land unit, and forest objects from shapefiles and survey data. 
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to Appendix A (pp. 54-63) for the software code that implements this initialization. 
 
Household ownership of land is symbolically represented by lines drawn between households and 
land units. The lines are color-coded to show the type of crop under cultivation at that time. If no 
crop is under cultivation at that time, then the line is gray. The display in Figure 8 shows that most 
land units are under cultivation with summer crops, which matches expectations for the third week 
of August. To see more detail, we can zoom in to individual villages to see how cultivation changes 
over the four-year period. Figure 10 shows crop cultivation patterns for summer and winter 
seasons between 2004 and 2007 in Dharyan Village. The time series reveals a two-year cycle in 
cropping choices—the choices in 2004-05 repeat in 2006-07. This is true for most villages in 
Thaltukhod Valley. The time series also reveals that households who share a land unit tend to 
converge on a single cropping decision for that land unit, even though there is no requirement to do 
so. These observations (and others) that are derived from analyzing the spatial visualization of crop 
choices were important in defining the model. The crop cultivation patterns between 2004 and 
2007 for the other 16 villages in Thaltukhod Valley are shown in Appendix B. 
 
The right panel of the graphical user interface shown in Figure 8 contains graphical representations 
of the cropping decisions. The upper graph in the right panel shows the total area under cultivation 
for each crop in 2004. For each of the 48 weeks in 2004, the sowing and harvest dates are 
compared against household crop choices to determine the total cultivation levels during each 
week of the year. Accordingly, the graph for each summer crop shows a rise and fall during the year, 
marking the time between sowing and harvesting. The graphs for winter crops show a rise in 2004, 
but do not fall until the following year when the harvest of winter crops takes place. The lower 
graph in Figure 8 shows the total annual sum of commercial crop area and food crop area over the 
entire four-year period from 2004-2007. This graph highlights the same two-year cycle in crop 
choices that is observed in Figure 10. Each year within a two-year cycle has a significantly different 
balance between commercial crops and food crops, suggesting that household cropping strategies 
are framed by periods of at least two years.  
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    Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 10: Dharyan Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an 
individual household in one agricultural land unit. Two strong patterns emerge: 1) there is a two-year cycle to cropping 
patterns, and 2) households tend to make the same crop choices in shared land units. 
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Discrete-Choice Framework 
 
The visualization framework supports four years of continuous survey data. The model works 
within this framework by simulating two years of choices in a single time step, and then shifting the 
current four-year window forward by two years. All actual data for 2004-05 are overwritten by the 
data from 2006-07, and the data from 2006-07 are overwritten by the simulated results of the next 
two-year period. The model can run for any number of time steps, and the four-year window is 
shifted after each time step to make room for the new simulated results. This means that the actual 
survey data is completely flushed from the model after two time steps. But by grounding the initial 
state of the model in the actual household and land use data, the need to construct an arbitrary 
initial state is eliminated. The modeling method takes advantage of the initial state by introducing 
coupling mechanisms that relate past land use decisions to future land use decisions, which ensures 
that the model results remain grounded in the actual survey data after multiple time steps. As the 
model advances in time, the current four-year window of modeled results can be viewed spatially 
and graphically in the same way that the actual data was viewed in Figure 8 and Figure 10. 
 
A microeconomic approach of utility maximization is used to model household choices. In a single 
time step, households evaluate the expected utility received from all possible choices of land use for 
the two-year period. Households make the choice that maximizes the utility they expect to receive. 
In effect, this type of model treats households as consumers of choices. Utility maximization models 
most frequently measure utility in financial terms. For example, Namaalwa et al. (2007) produced a 
dynamic, bio-economic model to assess deforestation in Ugandan woodlands, and it measures the 
utility of household choices as the “net present value of income cash flows”. Lim et al. (2002) 
conducted an agent-based simulation of household land use decisions in Brazil, and it awards utility 
to crop choices that yield 100% of the expected yield. Both of these examples also point to a 
tendency to model decision-making as a one-on-one process between a household and a land unit 
in a narrow timeframe. Households are modeled as having no visibility beyond the current season, 
and they are not influenced by the choices of other households. This is not suitable for Thaltukhod 
Valley, as it has been shown that households generally make decisions over a two-year time horizon, 
and the widespread uniformity of household decisions in shared land units suggests that social 
norms play a large role in decision-making. 
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 The model presented here deploys the methods of microeconomic utility maximization in a way 
that includes less tangible sources of utility, including utility derived from diversification and 
adherence to social norms. In doing so, household decisions in a particular land unit are influenced 
by decisions in other land units, decisions of other households, and by exogenous market dynamics 
(Figure 11). For guidance, I look to the 
practice of transportation modeling, 
which also incorporates less tangible 
factors into utility maximization models. 
To model how a traveler chooses to 
drive a car, ride a bus, or walk to a 
particular destination, the utility of 
each mode of transportation “might be 
measured by the total bundle of the 
mode’s attributes, such as speed, 
comfort, safety, and cost” (Oppenheim, 
1995). Safety and comfort are not as 
tangible as speed and cost, but 
somehow all of these factors must be 
converted into common terms and combined into a single value that represents the total utility of a 
choice. This is the purpose of the utility function. Each of the sources of utility are measured in their 
own units, and weighting factors for each source are adjusted during the calibration process to 
match the actual household choices that were recorded in the surveys. Equation 6 is the utility 
function for the model presented here. The WM, WD, and WS factors establish the basic linear 
relationship between total utility and each of the three individual sources of utility. That is, for each 
unit increase in market utility, the total utility increases by WM units. AM, AD, and AS are adjustment 
factors that allow the modeler to adjust the basic linear relationships to include non-linearities. For 
example, total utility may respond more strongly to a change in market utility from 100 to 150 
rupees than from 1,000 to 1,050 rupees, reflecting a higher sensitivity to market utility in 
households where incomes are already low. The weights and adjustments are set with considerable 
flexibility through the model control panel that is part of the graphical user interface, as shown in 
Figure 12. There are three graphs showing the adjustment factors as a function of the market, 
 
Figure 11: Market forces, diversification, and social norms contribute 
to the utility of household crop choices. 
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diversification, and social norm values. According to Figure 12, all market values are weighted by a 
linear factor of 0.013 (WM), indicating that for each additional rupee of market utility, there is a 
contribution of 0.013 additional units to the total utility. But the weight of the specific market utility 
of 2,000 rupees is adjusted by a factor of 0.31 (AM), such that a one-rupee increase in market utility 
(to 2,001 rupees) contributes only 0.004 additional units (0.013 x 0.31) to the total utility. When a 
value falls between two values that are specified in the model control panel, linear interpolation is 
used to determine the adjustment factor. 
 
Each of the three measures of utility in Equation 6 (Market, Diversification, and SocialNorm) is 
discussed in detail in the following sections. 
  
 
Figure 12: The model control panel is used to tune the relative weights of market value, diversification, and social norms in 
determining the total utility of a choice. It is accessed through the graphical user interface. 
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Market-based utility 
Changes in market prices over time are modeled as an exogenous variable in the system. That is, the 
internal dynamics of household decision-making in Thaltukhod Valley do not influence market 
prices, which are driven by larger regional and national dynamics. Market prices for the three main 
commercial crops (peas, potatoes, and 
rajmah) are stored in a CSV file that is 
accessed by the model as it runs. There 
must be an entry in the market prices file 
for every time step that the model runs, 
allowing the modeler to test the system’s 
response to hypothetical market 
dynamics (Figure 13). Since one time step 
corresponds to a two-year period, market 
prices in each year of a two-year period 
are constrained to be the same. While this 
represents a minor sacrifice in flexibility, 
there is still sufficient flexibility to test 
various market dynamics. For each crop, 
the harvest period and actual market 
prices were collected from the local 
market where residents of Thaltukhod sell 
their crops. The harvest period, which may 
extend for several weeks or months, was 
divided into five equal parts, and actual 
prices were obtained for each of the five 
parts. This allows the model to capture 
seasonal price variations by awarding 
varying amounts of market utility to 
households with different harvest dates.  
 
The market utility of a household’s choice is calculated by multiplying the market price by the 
productivity of the land unit, yielding the market value that can be extracted per unit of area 
(rupees/bigha). Since a time step consists of more than one season, and households generally have 
 
Figure 13: An example of how market prices can be configured to 
simulate a short-term crash in pea prices. This excerpt covers only 
three time steps, or six years. 
45,45,45,40,40 
7,6,5,3,2 
55,40,32,24,13 
45,45,45,40,40 
7,6,5,3,2 
27,20,16,12,7 
45,45,45,40,40 
7,6,5,3,2 
55,40,32,24,13 
Excerpt from MarketPrices.csv 
1
st
 time step: actual 
market prices in 2007 with 
seasonal variation for 
rajmah, potatoes, peas  
2
nd
 time step: pea prices 
fall by 50% 
3
rd
 time step: pea prices 
return to original levels 
 
Figure 14: Actual market prices in 2007 show steep declines for peas 
from the beginning to the end of the harvest season. 
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several land units, there are multiple calculations for a single choice. These calculations are 
averaged to produce a single number representing the overall market utility (Equation 7). However, 
the process of averaging reduces the individual impact of each calculation in determining the 
overall market utility. To ensure that individual calculations for a particular land unit in a particular 
season respond appropriately to market signals, an additional factor is added to the calculation. The 
factor is later calibrated against the expectation that a price of zero should cause commercial crop 
levels to approach zero. The base variable in Equation 7 refers to the base price, which is the set of 
market prices in the first time step. For all model runs presented here, the base price corresponds 
to actual market data. As market 
prices take excursions above and 
below the base prices, the k-value 
in Equation 7 controls how much 
those excursions affect market 
utility. Table 1 shows that larger 
k-values result in a larger change 
in market utility after a price 
change of one rupee. After the 
calibration process, a k-value of two was determined to be optimal, and it is used for all model runs. 
Refer to Appendix A (pp. 81-83) for the software code that implements the market utility 
calculation. 
 
The calculation of the total market utility in Equation 7 is passed to a function that determines the 
adjustment factor, AM, which is used in Equation 6 to calculate the product of WM, AM, and the 
market utility. This is the final result that summarizes the market contribution to the overall utility 
calculation for a particular choice. 
  
𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦   
∑ ∑  (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑) −  (𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑)  (1 −  
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
 
𝑘
)  𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛 
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
 
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝐶𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
 
Equation 7 
 
Table 1: For a base price of 55 rupees/kg and productivity of 100 kg/bigha, the 
contribution to overall utility can be calibrated by adjusting the k value in 
Equation 7. As the price moves above or below the base price, market utility 
responds more strongly when k-values are higher. 
 Contribution to Market Utility 
Case k=0 k=1 k=2 
price = base 5,500 5,500 5,500 
price = base – 1 5,400 5,300 5,202 
price = base + 1 5,600 5,700 5,802 
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Diversification utility 
A household’s interaction with markets to determine the best use for a given land unit does not take 
into account the value of diversification across land units. All households reported at least one 
incidence of crop diseases like blight or insects in the period 2004-2007. The regular occurrence of 
natural disasters and crop diseases make risk mitigation a source of utility in making crop choices. 
To quantify a household’s risk mitigation in a single time step of the simulation, the level of crop 
diversification in all land units and seasons is measured by creating an index of qualitative variation, 
as shown in Equation 8. There are K possible crop types, and each type represents a proportion of a 
household’s total area under cultivation. The diversification utility index produces a measure from 
0-1 that represents how evenly each crop type is distributed over the total area under cultivation. 
In Thaltukhod, there are 6 main crop types (K=6), and total area is calculated by summing the area 
in each land unit and multiplying by four to account for two summer and winter seasons in a time 
step. Area that is left fallow is excluded from all diversification calculations, including total area. 
Each crop occupies a 
proportion of the total area 
(Cropi Proportion). Table 2 
shows diversification 
calculations for the most 
and least diverse cases, as 
well as an intermediate 
case. Since summer and 
winter crops are distinct, it is not possible for households to make a choice that falls below 0.6 in 
diversification utility. While this shrinks the overall range of the index, there is still enough dynamic 
range to differentiate high and low diversification choices. Refer to Appendix A (pp. 79) for the 
software code that implements the diversification utility calculation. 
 
The calculation of the total diversification utility in Equation 8 is passed to a function that 
determines the adjustment factor, AD, which is used in Equation 6 to calculate the product of WD, AD, 
and the diversification utility. This is the final result that summarizes the contribution of 
diversification to the overall utility calculation for a particular choice.  
𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦   
𝐾
𝐾 − 1
  1 − (𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑖 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
 
𝐾
𝑖  
  Equation 8 
 
Table 2: Three examples of crop diversification as measured by the index of qualitative 
variation (IQV) 
 Crop Percentage of Total Area  
Diversity Rajmah Potato Pea Maize Wheat Barley IQV 
High  12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 25 25 0.975 
Low  50 0 0 0 50 0 0.600 
Medium 15 6 9 20 40 10 0.907 
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Social norm utility 
Diversification and market utility are focused on the holistic crop choices of a single household in 
all land units and seasons. They do not account for the influence of other households in shared land 
units. Based on the survey data, there is a clear tendency for households to converge on a common 
crop choice in a shared 
land unit, making 
adherence to social norms 
a source of utility in 
making crop choices. Not 
all social norms are forces 
of convergence (pest 
control in a shared land 
unit actually benefits when 
the land unit is diversified), 
but overall, social norms 
are a force of convergence. 
By sharing costs, it may be 
more economical for everyone to grow the same crop in a shared land unit. Also, potato cultivation 
must be followed by a fallow period in the winter season, creating an incentive for households to 
grow potatoes in the same land unit. Even if an individual household decides that another choice 
would be more beneficial on the basis of diversification and market utility, the divergence from the 
common choice may adversely affect other households. While households have no direct power to 
force other households to make certain choices, they have diplomatic power as a result of being 
enmeshed in a common social fabric. This model does not attempt to recreate the specific social and 
political dimensions that drive convergence of choices in a land unit. Rather, households are 
modeled with visibility into the cropping decisions of other households in the previous time step, 
and they receive social norm utility for choosing the dominant crop in a land unit. At the beginning 
of each time step, the crop choices of the previous time step are analyzed to determine the 
proportion of the dominant crop in each land unit. Figure 15 shows two land units with 
hypothetical proportions for each summer crop. The dominant crop in both land units is peas, but 
the dominance is stronger in Land Unit 2. A household receives 0.70 units of social norm utility for 
growing peas in Land Unit 1, and it receives 0.95 units of social norm utility for growing peas in 
Land Unit 2. If a household chooses something other than the dominant crop, the household 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Two hypothetical distributions of crop types in a land unit in the previous 
time step. Households are awarded social norm utility in the current time step if they 
choose the dominant crop type of the previous time step. The amount of utility 
depends on the uniformity of the land unit. 
Land Unit 1 Land Unit 2 
70% 95% 
Households receive 0.7 units of 
social norm utility for choosing 
dominant crop 
Households receive 0.95 units of 
social norm utility for choosing 
dominant crop 
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receives no social norm utility. And by choosing a non-dominant crop, the household reduces the 
overall proportion of the dominant crop, which causes a reduction in the social norm utility 
received by all other households who grow the dominant crop in that land unit. This model 
structure captures the intertwined nature of household decision-making, and it creates a common 
interest in converging on a common crop choice in shared land units. 
 
Each household makes decisions about multiple land units and multiple seasons in a given time 
step, and each decision produces a value for social norm utility. These values are averaged to 
produce a final value for the full set of household choices in a time step. In winter, many land units 
are left fallow after a summer season of potato crops. The choice of a fallow period is treated the 
same as the choice of any other dominant crop, in the sense that social norm utility is awarded to 
households that choose the fallow period (if it is the dominant land use). Refer to Appendix A (pp. 
69-71, 80) for the software code that implements the social norm utility calculation. 
 
The average social norm utility is passed to a function that determines the adjustment factor, AS, 
which is used in Equation 6 to calculate the product of WS, AS, and the social norm utility. This is the 
final result that summarizes the contribution of social norms to the overall utility calculation for a 
particular choice. 
 
Finding the highest utility 
The methods of evaluating the utility of a particular choice have been discussed in detail. However, 
households have many land use choices, and their utilities must be compared against one another 
to determine the top candidates. A single choice has multiple parts because households make 
decisions about multiple land units and multiple seasons in a single time step. An exhaustive set of 
potential choices must be enumerated, and each of them must be evaluated for its utility. Table 3 
shows the set of 169 choices available to a household in a single land unit in all four seasons. It is an 
exhaustive set of all combinations of crops, except that the winter season following a period of 
potato cultivation must be fallow, which disallows all winter crops. For the model to evaluate all 
choices in two land units (each with 169 choices), it must compare the utilities of 28,561 
possibilities (169x169). Evaluating more than two land units requires too many evaluations and 
causes prohibitively slow runtimes. To accommodate this constraint, households are only able to 
adjust their crop choices in two land units per time step. These two land units are determined 
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randomly at the beginning of each 
time step. The crop choices from the 
previous time step are assumed to be 
the same for the remaining land 
units in the current time step. 
 
With 522 households, the number of 
utility evaluations that must be 
performed in a single time step is 
14,908,842 (522 x 28,561). Refer to 
Appendix A (pp. 74-78) for the 
software code that builds the choice 
set and determines the highest 
utilities for each household. 
 
As the model evaluates the utility of 
each possibility, it maintains a list of 
the ten highest utilities for a given 
household. In theory, there is no 
need to keep a list of the top choices 
because all households simply 
choose the option with the highest 
utility. However, one must account for uncertainty in the evaluation process. Households are not 
omniscient and perfectly rational. In reality, what a household perceives to be the best choice may 
be different from the actual best choice. The uncertainty of household choices is modeled with a 
multinomial logit, which determines the probability that a household will select each of the ten top 
choices (Equation 9). The sum of the probabilities is constrained to 1.0. The best choice has the 
highest probability of being selected, but it is not selected 100% of the time. Figure 16 shows the 
probability of a household selecting the top choice (graphed as a function of the difference between 
the utility of the top choice and the other nine choices). For simplicity, the other nine choices are all 
Table 3: The model defines 169 possible choices for a single land unit over 
four seasons. “Intercrop” is a mixture of wheat-barley or rajmah-maize. 
 Land Unit 1 
Choice Y1 Summer Y1 Winter Y2 Summer Y2 Winter 
1 Rajmah Wheat Rajmah Wheat 
2 Rajmah Wheat Rajmah Barley 
3 Rajmah Wheat Rajmah Intercrop 
4 Rajmah Wheat Potato None 
5 Rajmah Wheat Pea Wheat 
6 Rajmah Wheat Pea Barley 
7 Rajmah Wheat Pea Intercrop 
8 Rajmah Wheat Maize Wheat 
9 Rajmah Wheat Maize Barley 
10 Rajmah Wheat Maize Intercrop 
11 Rajmah Wheat Intercrop Wheat 
12 Rajmah Wheat Intercrop Barley 
13 Rajmah Wheat Intercrop Intercrop 
14 Rajmah Barley Rajmah Wheat 
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ 
167 Intercrop Intercrop Intercrop Wheat 
168 Intercrop Intercrop Intercrop Barley 
169 Intercrop Intercrop Intercrop Intercrop 
 
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖   
𝑒(𝛽 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖)
∑ 𝑒 𝛽 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗   𝑗  
 Equation 9 
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fixed to the same value in this example. 
As the difference grows, there is less 
uncertainty about which is the best 
choice, and the probability of choosing 
the top choice gradually approaches 
1.0. When there is no difference 
between the top choice and the other 
nine choices, the probability settles at 
0.1, which means that all ten choices 
have equal probability of selection. The 
β-value in Equation 9 is an adjustment 
factor that allows the modeler to 
increase or decrease the certainty of 
the utility rankings. If β is infinitely 
large, then households are modeled with perfect certainty, and the top choice is chosen with 100% 
probability (even if the utility of the top choice is only slightly greater than the other nine choices). 
If β is zero, then households are modeled with no certainty, and all ten choices have equal 
probability of being chosen (even if the utility of the top choice is far greater than the other nine 
choices). Figure 16 shows the probability curves for two β-values. For a difference of four units of 
utility between the top choice and the other choices, there is a 65% chance of selecting the top 
choice when β = 0.7, and there is an 86% chance of selecting the top choice when β = 1.0. This 
reflects the greater certainty when β = 1.0. 
 
Refer to Appendix A (pp. 72) for the software code that implements the multivariate logit model. 
  
 
Figure 16: The multivariate logit model determines the probability of 
selecting the top choice. For higher β, which means higher certainty, 
there is a higher probability of selecting the top choice at any particular 
value along the x-axis. 
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Simulation Scripting 
 
The model’s graphical user interface is useful for evaluating a few time steps of a particular 
scenario. However, a typical scenario of 15 time steps (30 years) takes approximately 25 minutes to 
complete. It becomes onerous to use the graphical user interface to manually test many scenarios. 
Also, one must have a method of aggregating, visualizing, and analyzing the results of many model 
scenarios (in addition to the spatial visualization provided by the graphical user interface). 
Scripting functionality was added to the modeling software to facilitate this process. The script is a 
file that describes the model settings for each scenario, with one line in the file corresponding to 
one scenario. The model settings include the market prices file that describes the market dynamics 
for that specific scenario, as well as an output file where results of the model are stored. The 
number of time steps, weights for the three sources of utility, and logit model settings are also 
included in the line for each scenario. When the user runs the script, each of the model scenarios in 
the script are run in sequence, producing results that are stored in the output file. A typical script 
contains twenty scenarios that run over the course of 8 hours, and no user intervention is required 
during that time. 
 
At each time step, the total area under cultivation for each crop is computed for both years in the 
time step. For six crops, there are a total of 12 values that are computed during each time step. The 
model output results are stored directly into a template in Microsoft Excel. The template was 
created specifically to visualize the results of twenty model scenarios in ways that facilitate analysis 
and comparison among scenarios. The results presented in the next chapter were derived from the 
analysis of hundreds of model scenarios that were outputs of the automated scripting process.  
 
Refer to Appendix A (pp. 64-65) for the software code that implements the scripting functionality. 
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Model Calibration and Results 
Calibration 
 
To calibrate the model, the three weights for market utility, diversification utility, and social norm 
utility were determined to establish a basic linear relationship between total utility and each of the 
three subcomponents of utility. The adjustment functions for each of these weights were defined to 
introduce non-linearities (as necessary) in the relationship between total utility and each of the 
three subcomponents of utility. In addition, the logit model parameters were defined to introduce 
uncertainty, and the k-value of the market utility function was defined to emphasize changes in 
individual land units to compensate the diluting effect of the averaging process. 
 
Each of these values was calibrated by attempting to match the model results to the actual data of 
2006 and 2007. Market prices were fixed to values for 2007 (the only values that were available). 
One challenge of performing the calibration was the lack of information about historical market 
prices. How does one calibrate the household response to price movements  without actual 
household responses as an example? Fortunately, there was considerable variation among the 522 
households at the time for which market prices were available. The productivity and harvest times 
of some land units in the southern part of the valley yield too little market utility to outweigh the 
simultaneous influence of diversification and social norms. However, some land units in the valley 
have productivities and harvest times that make commercial cropping the most attractive option. 
The calibration process takes advantage of this split in the valley by carefully adjusting the utility 
weights and adjustment functions to reproduce the same approximate split. This process made use 
of spatial visualization, as well as aggregate measurements, to determine the optimal weights and 
adjustments. As there are three sources of utility, the final weights must satisfy three relationships 
simultaneously  (market with diversification, market with social norms, and diversification with 
social norms). The scripting functionality was deployed to run an iterative process that fixed two of 
the parameters while running the simulation repeatedly over a wide range of the third parameter. 
Then, the two fixed parameters were adjusted slightly, and the full range of the third parameter was 
tested again. The analysis of how well the model matched actual cropping patterns was a manual 
process of reviewing graphs and making spatial comparisons. After testing hundreds of model runs, 
a satisfactory set of model parameters was determined. 
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A special case was used to calibrate the k-value of the market utility function. It is a reasonable 
expectation that the area under cultivation for a commercial crop should drop near zero if the 
expected price is zero. The model simulates this by reading a file of market prices in which the 
commercial crop prices drop to zero. The k-value is then adjusted to the minimum level required to 
produce the expected outcome. The β-
value of the logit function was calibrated 
by attempting to match the phenomenon 
of imperfect convergence in the actual 
cropping patterns of 2004-07. Social norm 
utility tends to push land units toward 
convergence on a certain crop choice. 
However, while the actual data shows this 
convergence quite clearly, there are 
examples of households that diverge from the consensus. The logit function is the mechanism that 
allows the modeler to simulate this imperfect convergence. A large β-value allows no divergence, 
but as the β-value decreases, households more frequently make a choice that is not the consensus 
choice. 
 
Table 4 shows the values that resulted from the calibration process. Figure 17 shows the 
conversion of raw utility values to adjusted utility values. Each of the three graphs corresponds to 
one of the three terms in Equation 6 (pp. 25). For example, a raw market value of 4,000 rupees is 
multiplied by the market weight factor (WM = 0.013) and by the adjustment factor that is a function 
of the raw market value (AM = 0.2). After multiplying, the adjusted utility value of 4,000 rupees is 
10.4 units of utility. In both the market and social norm utility functions of Figure 17, the 
Table 4: Calibrated model parameter values 
Model 
Parameter Description 
Calibrated 
Value 
WM Market utility weight 0.013 
WD Diversification utility weight 9 
WS Social norm utility weight 30 
k Single land unit market response factor 2 
β Logit model uncertainty factor 9.5 
 
   
Figure 17: Each of the three independent measures of utility are multiplied by their weight and adjustment factors to 
produce a new measure of utility that shares common units with the other measures. Having common units allows market, 
diversification, and social norm utilities to be combined into a single value for total utility.  
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adjustments introduced significant non-linearities. For example, market utility was adjusted to 
achieve more of a logarithmic relationship between adjusted and raw market utility. This was 
required because the first thousand rupees of income from commercial crops generate more 
market utility than an increase of one thousand rupees to a higher income. Social norm utility was 
adjusted to create a hybrid function that is logarithmic for raw utilities from 0.0-0.5 and 
exponential for raw utilities from 0.5-1.0. For raw social norm utilities between 0.0 and 0.5, there is 
no dominant crop in the land unit (the most common crop occupies less than 50% of the total area), 
which means that increases in the range 0.0-0.5 generate few gains in social norm utility. For raw 
social norm utilities between 0.5 and 1.0, the land unit starts to converge on a dominant crop, and 
the gains in social norm utility accelerate as the dominance approaches 100%. The linear response 
of diversification utility was left intact for raw utilities between 0.6 and 1.0, which is the maximum 
range of the diversification index in this study (refer back to Table 2, pp. 29) for an explanation of 
why values less than 0.6 are not possible). 
 
The actual crop totals from 2004-07 are juxtaposed with the results from the calibrated model over 
several time steps in Figure 18. The market prices are fixed at the values from 2007, so the model 
output is expected to match 
the actual crop totals as 
closely as possible. With the 
exception of barley, all crop 
totals generated by the 
model are closely matched 
to the actual crop totals. 
Even the oscillations in the 
actual crop totals (produced 
by the two-year cycle of 
crop choices) are also 
reproduced in the model 
results. The model results 
show barley totals that are 
higher than actual crop 
totals. In the summer, crop 
choices in land units are 
 
Figure 18: Model calibration to match actual crop areas of all 17 villages in 
Thaltukhod Valley. Actual crop totals based on household surveys in 2004-07 are 
shown on the left (times 1-4). Crop totals that were simulated with the calibrated 
model and market data from 2007 are shown on the right (times 6-14). 
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more about what to grow, rather than whether to grow anything at all. In the winter, crop choices 
also involve the question of whether to grow anything. The discrete-choice framework of this model 
is more suited to the summer scenario, as it is focused on determining what to grow, not whether to 
grow something. Consequently, a winter crop like barley expands into land units that are not 
actually cultivated, which artificially increases the barley totals. Fortunately, the commercial crops 
of interest in this research are all summer crops, so the mismatch in barley totals is not of high 
importance. 
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Response to Market Dynamics 
 
The calibrated model results reveal the relationships between decision-making and market 
dynamics. Social norms act as continuous forces driving land units toward uniform crop choices. In 
the absence of strong or volatile market dynamics, this process of convergence approaches an 
equilibrium that becomes stronger with increasing uniformity. After a strong equilibrium has been 
established, decision-making becomes resistant to mild market fluctuations. A strong market signal 
can provide the incentive necessary for individual households to break the equilibrium and loosen 
the decision-making process from its state of uniformity. After the equilibrium is loosened, the state 
of the system begins to resettle under the new market dynamics, with social norms driving toward 
a new convergence. For example, there may be a well-established practice of growing maize in a 
particular land unit. The households may have established a well-understood arrangement that 
yields conveniences and economies of scale that depend on all households making the consensus 
choice (maize). Subtle price increases in one of the commercial crops may initiate calls for changing 
the land use among households who are the most influenced by the prospect of additional income. 
But these households may not perceive a large enough gain in market utility to justify the loss of 
social norm utility that would result from breaking with the consensus choice. However, more 
significant price increases in one of the commercial crops could be sufficient to cause some 
households to break with the consensus choice, shaking the equilibrium of the land unit and 
weakening the strength 
of social norms. This 
creates a brief interval 
during which 
diversification and subtle 
market dynamics have 
more influence in 
determining the next 
equilibrium state. Figure 
19 symbolically 
illustrates this process. 
In Appendix B, Figure 30 
shows an actual example 
of two land units 
 
Figure 19: Symbolic representation of the forces of decision-making. Crop choices are 
shown as circles, triangles, and squares. Over time, social norms create deep “wells” as 
households converge on a common crop choice for each land unit, creating a barrier to 
the forces of diversification and market swings. 
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
Social norms encourage 
convergence on a common 
crop choice in a land unit, 
which inhibits the influence 
of diversification and 
market dynamics. 
(A) 
social 
norms 
diversification, 
market prices 
weak 
price 
swing 
strong 
price 
swing 
Strong price swings can 
disrupt the equilibrium of 
convergence, creating an 
environment more 
conducive to changing crop 
decisions. 
Social norms drive the 
system back toward 
convergence, although it 
may be different than it 
was prior to the strong 
price swings. 
(B) (C) 
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transitioning from potatoes to rajmah after several households break with the consensus choice. 
 
Model results are presented graphically in sets of four scenarios per figure, with each scenario 
defining the magnitude and frequency of changes in market prices through time. In the results 
presented here, each scenario only adjusts the market prices of one crop, while other crop prices 
are held constant at 2007 levels. Price changes are presented as percentages relative to 2007 levels. 
The seasonal variations in the prices for 2007 are held constant by applying the same increases or 
decreases (as percentages) for each price point in the season. 
 
The results show the total area under cultivation for all four summer crops, which include the three 
common commercial crops in Thaltukhod Valley. The time scale along the horizontal axis consists 
of two-year time steps. Crop totals for the two years in each time step are averaged to obtain a 
single value, which removes the cyclical variations of the two-year crop cycles. The time scale spans 
from 1 to 16 because each scenario runs 16 time steps (32 years). To capture the variation among 
different model runs of the same scenario (due to uncertainty), the results presented for each 
scenario are the average of five model runs for that scenario.  
 
There are several observations that emerge from the model results. 
 
1. Even a short term price swing can have a significant effect on the long term equilibrium. This 
is because a strong market signal (even over a short period) can disrupt the equilibrium of 
crop choices that has formed in each land unit. With the equilibrium disrupted, household 
choices are less restricted by strong social norms, allowing diversification and market-
based goals to significantly change the future equilibrium of the system. In Figure 20, pea 
prices drop 60% during a single time step, after which they return to their original levels. 
The area under cultivation for peas drops sharply when the price decline occurs, but it does 
not recover to the original level after the prices have been restored. Pea area settles into a 
new equilibrium that is approximately 20% lower than it was prior to the price swing.  
 
2. A well-established crop like potatoes can become heavily dependent on social norms to remain 
viable as a crop choice in the decision-making process. Potatoes were the first commercial 
crop to be widely adopted in Thaltukhod Valley over twenty years ago. In terms of area, 
potatoes are still the dominant commercial crop. However, the value returned by potatoes 
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in a given land unit is generally much lower than the value returned by rajmah or peas. In 
Figure 20, rajmah and peas are very responsive to a drop in their market prices (Scenarios 1, 
2, and 3), but potatoes respond only slightly to a drop in potato prices (Scenario 4). 
Contrary to the obvious expectation, potato area drops significantly when pea prices drop in 
Scenarios 1 and 2. This occurs because potato area is most sensitive to disruptions of the 
equilibrium formed by social norms. Pea area reacts strongly to price drops, disrupting the 
equilibrium of many land units in the process. 
 
3. Crop choices do not necessarily respond linearly, or even continuously, to market dynamics. 
Instead, crop choices may respond continuously over a large range of price swings, but then 
pass through one or more tipping points (transitional ruptures) when price swings become 
more pronounced. In Figure 21, Scenarios 1 and 2 show that crop area responds 
continuously to market dynamics, such that crop area returns to the same equilibrium after 
the market fluctuations subside. On the contrary, the market fluctuations of Scenarios 3 and 
4 cause the system to cross a transitional rupture from one continuous relationship to 
another. Consequently, there is a new equilibrium after the market fluctuations subside. It is 
likely that the pea surge that occurred between 1998 and 2004 was the result of crossing a 
tipping point that led to a drastically restructured equilibrium. 
 
4. Decision-making is more responsive to market dynamics after a period of high market 
volatility than after a period of low market volatility. Volatility refers to the density of market 
fluctuations over time, not the magnitude of the fluctuations. By constantly changing 
conditions in which decisions are made, volatility undermines the process of convergence 
on a common crop choice in a land unit, leaving the system in a state of heightened 
sensitivity to diversification and market dynamics  (Figure 22). To test the response, several 
sequences of market prices with varying volatilities are followed by an identical price swing 
in all scenarios (from time step 11 to 12). The magnitude of the response to this price swing 
is used as a measurement of sensitivity to market dynamics that can be compared among 
scenarios. The average change in crop area after the periods of low volatility in Scenarios 1 
and 2 was 55 bighas, while the average change in Scenarios 3 and 4 was 84 bighas. The 
responsiveness to market dynamics after a period of high volatility is 53% greater than the 
responsiveness after a period of low volatility. 
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Scenario 1: 
Pea prices: long 
term negative 
spike (-60%).  
 
 
Scenario 2: 
Pea prices: short 
term negative 
spike (-60%).  
 
 
Scenario 3: 
Rajmah prices: long 
term negative 
spike (-60%).  
 
 
Scenario 4: 
Potato prices: long 
term negative 
spike (-60%).  
 
 
Pea Area 
(output) 
 
 
Rajmah Area 
(output) 
 
 
Potato Area 
(output) 
 
 
Maize Area 
(output) 
 
Figure 20: After a short term crash in pea prices (Scenario 2), total pea cultivation does not recover to the original levels. 
Instead, total pea cultivation settles at 20% lower than it was prior to the short spike, indicating that even short term spikes 
can trigger tipping points. Longer term spikes in the other scenarios also show tipping points and their long term effects. 
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Scenario 1: 
Pea prices:  
±20% oscillation 
 
 
Scenario 2: 
Pea prices:  
±40% oscillation 
 
 
Scenario 3: 
Pea prices:  
±60% oscillation 
 
 
Scenario 4: 
Pea prices:  
±80% oscillation 
 
 
Pea Area 
(output) 
 
 
Rajmah Area 
(output) 
 
 
Potato Area 
(output) 
 
 
Maize Area 
(output) 
 
Figure 21: A period of market fluctuations starts and ends with the same prices for peas. In Scenarios 1 and 2, crop area 
moves with market fluctuations and returns to original levels when the fluctuations stop, showing the system’s resilience to 
weak price swings. In Scenarios 3 and 4, a tipping point is crossed, altering the long-term equilibrium of crop areas. 
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Scenario 1: 
Pea prices:  
Low volatility 
 
 
Scenario 2: 
Pea prices:  
Mild volatility 
 
 
Scenario 3: 
Pea prices:  
High volatility, 
(gradual) 
 
 
Scenario 4: 
Pea prices:  
High volatility 
 
 
Pea Area 
(output) 
 
 
Rajmah Area 
(output) 
 
 
Potato Area 
(output) 
 
 
Maize Area 
(output) 
 
Figure 22: A volatility test holds the maximum amplitude of fluctuations constant while varying the density of fluctuations. 
After the period of fluctuations, the most volatile scenarios are more sensitive to the final price swing (from time step 11 to 
12). The average responses in Scenarios 3 and 4 are 53% larger in magnitude than the responses in Scenarios 1 and 2. 
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Commercial Crop Response to Climate Change 
 
Market prices for peas show significant seasonal variations, such that even minor changes in 
sowing and harvest dates could have an impact on income received from pea cultivation (Figure 14, 
pp. 27). If the harvest time occurred one or two weeks sooner (due to warmer annual mean 
temperatures and longer growing seasons), income could increase substantially, based on the 
seasonal price variations of 2007. In Thaltukhod Valley, there is wide variation in productivity and 
harvest dates of land units. The combination of productivity and market prices at the time of 
harvest is an important determinant of household crop choices. For many land units in the northern 
parts of the valley, pea productivity is very high. Even though harvest times are relatively late, pea 
cultivation in the northern villages is very common. Many land units in the southern part of the 
valley have lower pea productivity, so pea cultivation is far less common in the south. If these land 
units had earlier harvest dates, then the additional market utility could change the long-standing 
crop choices of households and villages in that area. 
 
To assess temperature trends in Thaltukhod Valley, daily mean temperature data from 1969 to 
2005 was obtained from the National Climate Centre (NCC) in India. The NCC assembled the data as 
part of a project entitled, “Development of a High Resolution Daily Gridded Temperature Data Set 
for the Indian Region”. The available data spans across India with 1x1 degree resolution. The NCC 
determined temperature values using a process of spatial interpolation that utilized the 
measurements of 395 temperature 
stations across India. To extract the 
temperature data for the area 
encompassing Thaltukhod Valley, a C-
program was written to extract the 
relevant values from the national 
dataset and construct a spreadsheet 
that is location-specific. The mean 
annual temperatures from 1969 to 
2005 in the area encompassing 
Thaltukhod Valley are shown in Figure 
23. The ordinary least squares linear 
regression shows an upward trend of 
 
Figure 23: Mean annual temperatures from 1969 to 2005 were 
interpolated from daily measurements at temperature stations near 
Thaltukhod Valley. Expected mean temperatures trend upward by 0.3 
degrees Celsius over the 36 year period. 
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0.3 C in the conditional expectation of mean temperature between 1969 and 2005. There is no data 
available to quantify the relationship between sowing/harvest dates and the gradual, upward trend 
in annual mean temperatures. However, the crop choice model makes it possible to test 
hypothetical changes in harvest dates. Harvest dates of peas in the land use surveys are adjusted to 
one week or two weeks sooner than the actual harvest dates, and market prices are set to the actual 
price data from 2007. This allows for comparison between actual cropping patterns and the 
hypothetical cropping patterns. In the case of advancing the harvest dates of peas by one week in all 
land units, there is no significant change in crop area. However, advancing the harvest dates of peas 
by two weeks in all land units yields a 10% increase in pea area. From a spatial perspective, the 
majority of the increases in pea cultivation occurs in the southern part of the valley where low 
productivities were balanced by the higher prices of earlier harvest dates. Figure 24 and Figure 25 
show the simulated crop choices in midsummer over a two-year period with actual harvest dates, 
while Figure 26 and Figure 27 show simulated crop choices with harvest dates that are two weeks 
earlier. Household choices to grow peas are shown as green lines. There are many more instances 
of pea cultivation when harvest dates are two weeks earlier. 
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Figure 24: Using actual harvest dates, model output in lower 
altitude region in year 29. 
 
 
Figure 25: Using actual harvest dates, model output in lower 
altitude region in year 30. 
 
Figure 26: Using harvest dates advanced by two weeks to 
simulate climate warming, model output in lower altitude 
region in year 29. Pea cultivation (in green) increases as 
earlier harvest dates allow farmers to take advantage of 
higher prices. Compare to Figure 24.  
 
Figure 27: Using harvest dates advanced by two weeks to 
simulate climate warming, model output in lower altitude 
region in year 30. Pea cultivation (in green) increases as 
earlier harvest dates allow farmers to take advantage of 
higher prices. Compare to Figure 25. 
 
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
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Discussion and Conclusions 
 
Given the relationship between commercial crop cultivation and forest cover, it is important to 
understand how household crop choices interact with market dynamics to determine commercial 
crop levels. Starting with the approach of utility maximization to simulate households as 
“consumers of choices”, a dynamic, discrete-choice model was designed to go beyond market 
signals to include more complex elements of household decision-making like diversification and 
social norms. To make choices, households review the utility of an exhaustive set of crop choices, 
and they make a final choice to maximize utility received for that choice. The model was calibrated 
based on extensive household survey data that includes detailed crop choices between 2004 and 
2007. 
 
Social norms generally nudge households toward common crop choices in the same land unit. Due 
to the close proximity of properties in the same land unit, there are conveniences and economies of 
scale that encourage households to make cooperative choices. Over time, the convergence on 
common crop choices makes households more resistant to changes, and it acts as a buffer to 
diversification and market dynamics. Significant movements in market prices can provide the force 
necessary to break the equilibrium of convergence, after which diversification and market 
dynamics play a greater role in influencing crop choices. This heightened level of influence only 
lasts until convergence forms around a new equilibrium.  
 
The model results reveal a general theme that household choices are only weakly responsive to 
market fluctuations, unless the fluctuations reach a critical level that triggers tipping points in the 
dynamics of decision-making. Sustained, weak market fluctuations have less impact on long term 
crop choices than short-term, strong fluctuations. For example, there was a long-term impact on 
pea cultivation (an 800% increase) in Thaltukhod Valley between 1998 and 2004 (Figure 3, pp. 9). 
Prior to 2000, there was no local market for peas, so anyone who cultivated them was obliged to 
sell them in distant markets. In 2000, a local market was established, which allowed households to 
eliminate the overhead costs of selling to distant markets, effectively increasing their profit margins 
substantially. Within four years, this strong market signal had triggered a tipping point in 
Thaltukhod Valley. The new equilibrium showed large declines in cattle-raising and large increases 
in cash crop cultivation (led by increases in peas). The new equilibrium has also withstood frequent 
market fluctuations of approximately 50% that have occurred from year to year since 2004. 
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Market dynamics are not the only potential triggers of tipping points. Changes related to climate 
change may also be significant. Temperatures in Thaltukhod Valley show an upward trend between 
1969 and 2005, and it is possible that the trend will continue. Higher temperatures could make 
sowing and harvest dates occur sooner in the year. If harvest dates for peas occur two weeks 
sooner than normal, the model predicts that pea cultivation will increase by 10% because 
households will be able to capitalize on seasonal price variations.  
 
Assessing future commercial cropping levels and their associated impacts on forest cover requires 
careful study of potential triggers of tipping points. These include strong or volatile market signals, 
as well as other major changes to harvest schedules or productivity. 
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Appendix A: Model Software Source Code 
This appendix contains all source code for the model software. The code is written in C++ and was 
developed in the Microsoft Foundation Classes framework. For ease of reference, the software 
methods and classes are arranged into conceptual groups that are indexed below. For brevity, many 
of the functions used to build the graphical user interface are omitted, as they are not directly 
relevant to the research. 
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Initialization from Survey Data and Shapefiles 
 
class CthaltukhodSim1Doc : public CDocument 
{ 
protected: // create from serialization only 
 int LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP; 
 int m_RANDOM_SELECT_LU_ABOVE_MAX; 
 int TOPCHOICE_COUNT; 
 double m_logit_beta; 
 int m_USE_LOGIT; 
 int m_simAllLandUnits; 
 int m_luID_to_simulate; 
 CthaltukhodSim1Doc(); 
 double m_market[21]; 
 double m_diverse[8]; 
 double m_uniform[8]; 
 double m_diverse_baseCoeff; 
 double m_uniform_baseCoeff; 
 double m_market_baseCoeff; 
 double m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin; 
 double m_marketPeriodRajmahEnd; 
 double m_marketPeriodPeaBegin; 
 double m_marketPeriodPeaEnd; 
 double m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin; 
 double m_marketPeriodPotatoEnd; 
 double m_marketRatesRajmah[5]; 
 double m_marketRatesPea[5]; 
 double m_marketRatesPotato[5]; 
 DECLARE_DYNCREATE(CthaltukhodSim1Doc) 
 
// Attributes 
public:  
 static const int VILLAGE_COUNT = 17; 
 static const int NUM_HOUSEHOLDS = 522; 
 static const int MAX_SIMSTEPS = 100; 
 CShapefile m_householdsShp; 
 CShapefile m_landUnitsShp; 
 CShapefile m_forestUnitsShp; 
 CShapefile m_controlPointsShp; 
 CCsvFile m_hhAttributes; 
 CCsvFile m_luAttributes; 
 CCsvFile m_foAttributes; 
 CTypedPtrList <CPtrList,CHousehold*> m_households; 
 CTypedPtrList <CPtrList,CLandUnit*> m_landUnits; 
 CTypedPtrList <CPtrList,CForestUnit*> m_forestUnits; 
 CArray <CString,CString> m_hhAttributeNames; 
 CArray <CString,CString> m_luAttributeNames; 
 CArray <CString,CString> m_foAttributeNames; 
 LPG_FUNCTIONSTRUCT m_cropGraph; 
 double *m_pPlotItems; 
 enum SummerCrop {RAJ=1,POT=2,PEA=3,MZE=4,RAJMAIZE=5};  
 enum WinterCrop {NONE=0,WHT=1,BAR=2,WHTBAR=3}; 
 struct ChoiceRecord { 
  int choice[7][4]; 
  double utility; 
 } *m_topChoices; 
 struct LandUnitStats { 
  int maxCropType; 
  int maxCropCount; 
  int totalUseCount; 
  double proportionMaxCrop; 
 } m_landUnitStats[VILLAGE_COUNT][7][4]; 
 //sim result storage 
 double m_hh_income[MAX_SIMSTEPS][NUM_HOUSEHOLDS]; 
 int m_hh_count; 
 double maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[2]; 
 double maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[2]; 
 double maxPeasCropSizeTotal[2]; 
 double maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[2]; 
 double maxWheatCropSizeTotal[2]; 
 double maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[2]; 
 CString* m_script_marketPricesFileName; 
 CString* m_script_cropTotalsFileName; 
  
// Operations 
public: 
bool InitFromFiles(); 
int HConv(const char* attr); 
int HConv(CString attr); 
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int LConv(const char* attr); 
void RunSim(int simTime, int simTimePrev); 
void SimStep(); 
void FindHighestUtility(CHousehold* hh); 
void CthaltukhodSim1Doc::CalculateUtility(int iter, int possib[][4],CHousehold* hh,int Choice[][4], CLandUnit* 
lu[], int lu_id[], int luCount); 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::CalcDiverseUtility(int Choice[][4], CHousehold* hh, int lu_id[]); 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::CalcUniformUtility(int Choice[][4], CHousehold* hh, int lu_id[]); 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::CalcMarketUtility(int Choice[][4], CHousehold* hh, int lu_id[], CLandUnit* lu[]); 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::InterpolateUniformCoeff(double uniformUtility); 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::InterpolateDiverseCoeff(double diverseUtility); 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::InterpolateMarketCoeff(double marketUtility); 
void ResetSimAndViewFlags(int simTimeResetValue); 
 
// Overrides 
public: 
 virtual BOOL OnNewDocument(); 
 virtual void Serialize(CArchive& ar); 
 
// Implementation 
public: 
 virtual ~CthaltukhodSim1Doc(); 
#ifdef _DEBUG 
 virtual void AssertValid() const; 
 virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const; 
#endif 
 
protected: 
 
// Generated message map functions 
protected: 
 DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 
public: 
 afx_msg void OnSimulationControl(); 
 afx_msg void OnSimulationReset(); 
 afx_msg void OnSimulationRunscript(); 
}; 
 
bool CthaltukhodSim1Doc::InitFromFiles() 
{ 
 //open household attribute list 
 bool openStatus = m_hhAttributes.OpenCsvFile(_T("../../data/household_data_full_GBmodReorder.csv")); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open household data file")); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
 
 //Open the households shapefile 
 openStatus = m_householdsShp.OpenShapefile(_T("../../layers/Households/Households.shp")); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open households shapefile")); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
  
 //read household attribute list 
 int recordSize = 0; 
 while (m_hhAttributes.isEndLine() == FALSE) 
 { 
  recordSize++; 
  CString* attr = m_hhAttributes.ReadAttr(); 
  m_hhAttributeNames.Add(*attr); 
 } 
 m_hhAttributes.SetRecordSize(recordSize); 
 m_hhAttributes.ResetEndLine(); 
 
 //read household shapefile and attribute data 
 m_householdsShp.ReadFileHeader(); 
 CEsriPoint *p_waypoint; 
 CEsriPoint *temp = new CEsriPoint; 
 CHousehold *hh; 
 int i = 0; 
 int fileCount = 0; 
 CString* attr = new CString; 
 char* nextChar = m_hhAttributes.ReadFile(); 
 while (!m_householdsShp.isEndFile()){ 
  hh = new CHousehold; 
  p_waypoint = (CEsriPoint*)m_householdsShp.ReadRecord(); 
  *temp = *p_waypoint; 
  hh->setPoint(temp->getPointX(),temp->getPointY()); 
  hh->SetArraySize(m_hhAttributes.GetRecordSize()); 
  bool endLine = FALSE; 
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  for (int j = 0; endLine != TRUE; j++) 
  { 
   char attrRaw[15]; 
   for (i = 0; i < 14 && attrRaw[i-1] != ',' && attrRaw[i-1] != '\n'; i++) 
   { 
    attrRaw[i] = nextChar[fileCount]; 
    fileCount++; 
   } 
   *attr = attrRaw; 
   attr->Delete(i,1000); 
   if(attr->GetAt(i-1) == '\n') 
    endLine = TRUE; 
   attr->Delete(i-1); 
   CString attrReg = *attr; 
   float attrFloat = (float) wcstod(attrReg, NULL); 
   hh->WriteData(j,attrFloat); 
  } 
  m_households.AddTail(hh); 
  m_hhAttributes.ResetEndLine(); 
 } 
 delete(nextChar); 
  
 //open land unit attribute list 
    openStatus = m_luAttributes.OpenCsvFile(_T("../../data/landUnitDataReorder_prodFilledClimateChange2.csv")); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open land units data file")); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
  
 //open the land units shapefile 
 openStatus = m_landUnitsShp.OpenShapefile(_T("../../layers/Agfields/Agfields.shp")); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open land units shapefile")); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
 m_landUnitsShp.ReadFileHeader(); 
 
 //open the control points of land units shapefile 
 openStatus = m_controlPointsShp.OpenShapefile(_T("../../layers/Agfields/ControlPoints.shp")); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open control point of land units shapefile")); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
 m_controlPointsShp.ReadFileHeader(); 
 
 //read land unit attribute list 
 recordSize = 0; 
 while (m_luAttributes.isEndLine() == FALSE) 
 { 
  recordSize++; 
  CString* attr = m_luAttributes.ReadAttr(); 
  m_luAttributeNames.Add(*attr); 
 } 
 m_luAttributes.SetRecordSize(recordSize); 
 m_luAttributes.ResetEndLine(); 
 
 CEsriPolygon *p_landUnit; 
 CEsriPolygon *tempPoly = new CEsriPolygon; 
 CEsriPoint *p_waypoint2; 
 CLandUnit *lu; 
 fileCount = 0; //keeps track of position in CSV file 
 nextChar = m_luAttributes.ReadFile(); // read entire csv file 
 while (!m_landUnitsShp.isEndFile()){ 
  p_landUnit = new CEsriPolygon; 
  p_landUnit = (CEsriPolygon*)m_landUnitsShp.ReadRecord(); 
  *tempPoly = *p_landUnit; 
  p_waypoint2 = new CEsriPoint; 
  p_waypoint2 = (CEsriPoint*)m_controlPointsShp.ReadRecord(); 
  tempPoly->SetControlPoint(*p_waypoint2); 
  lu = new CLandUnit(tempPoly); 
  lu->SetArraySize(m_luAttributes.GetRecordSize()); 
  bool endLine = FALSE; 
  for (int j = 0; endLine != TRUE; j++) 
  { 
   char attrRaw[15]; 
   for (i = 0; i < 14 && attrRaw[i-1] != ',' && attrRaw[i-1] != '\n'; i++) 
   { 
    attrRaw[i] = nextChar[fileCount]; 
    fileCount++; 
   } 
   *attr = attrRaw;  //copy char array into CString 
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   attr->Delete(i,1000); //remove garbage characters 
   if(attr->GetAt(i-1) == '\n') 
    endLine = TRUE; 
   attr->Delete(i-1);  //delete comma or \n character 
   CString attrReg = *attr; 
   float attrFloat = (float) wcstod(attrReg, NULL); // cast CString to float 
   lu->WriteData(j,attrFloat); //write attr value into land unit at index j 
  }  
  m_landUnits.AddTail(lu); 
  m_luAttributes.ResetEndLine(); 
 } 
 delete(nextChar); 
 
 /////FOREST SECTION////// 
 //open forest unit attribute list 
 openStatus = m_foAttributes.OpenCsvFile(_T("../../data/Forest_Data_entryReorder.csv")); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open forest units data file")); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
  
 //open the forest units shapefile 
 openStatus = m_forestUnitsShp.OpenShapefile(_T("../../layers/Forests/Forests.shp")); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open forest units shapefile")); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
 m_forestUnitsShp.ReadFileHeader(); 
  
 //read forest unit attribute list 
 recordSize = 0; 
 while (m_foAttributes.isEndLine() == FALSE) 
 { 
  recordSize++; 
  CString* attr = m_foAttributes.ReadAttr(); 
  m_foAttributeNames.Add(*attr); 
 } 
 m_foAttributes.SetRecordSize(recordSize); 
 m_foAttributes.ResetEndLine(); 
 CEsriPolygon *p_forestUnit; 
 CForestUnit *fo; 
 fileCount = 0; //keeps track of position in CSV file 
 nextChar = m_foAttributes.ReadFile(); // read entire csv file 
 while (!m_forestUnitsShp.isEndFile()){ 
  p_forestUnit = new CEsriPolygon; 
  p_forestUnit = (CEsriPolygon*)m_forestUnitsShp.ReadRecord(); 
  *tempPoly = *p_forestUnit; 
  fo = new CForestUnit(tempPoly); 
  fo->SetArraySize(m_foAttributes.GetRecordSize()); 
  bool endLine = FALSE; 
  for (int j = 0; endLine != TRUE; j++) 
  { 
   char attrRaw[15]; 
   for (i = 0; i < 14 && attrRaw[i-1] != ',' && attrRaw[i-1] != '\n'; i++) 
   { 
    attrRaw[i] = nextChar[fileCount]; 
    fileCount++; 
   } 
   *attr = attrRaw;  //copy char array into CString 
   attr->Delete(i,1000); //remove garbage characters 
   if(attr->GetAt(i-1) == '\n') 
    endLine = TRUE; 
   attr->Delete(i-1);  //delete comma or \n character 
   CString attrReg = *attr; 
   float attrFloat = (float) wcstod(attrReg, NULL); // cast CString to float 
   fo->WriteData(j,attrFloat); //write attr value into land unit at index j 
  }  
  m_forestUnits.AddTail(fo); 
  m_foAttributes.ResetEndLine(); 
 }  
 //give every household pointers to its own land units 
 CHousehold* hhold; 
 CLandUnit* lUnit; 
 POSITION headhh = m_households.GetHeadPosition(); 
 POSITION headlu = m_landUnits.GetHeadPosition(); 
 float hhVillage; 
 do { 
 hhold = m_households.GetNext(headhh); 
 hhVillage = hhold->GetData(0); 
 int hhLandUnit[7]; 
 if (hhold->GetData(a1size) != 0) 
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  hhLandUnit[0] = 1; else hhLandUnit[0] = 0; 
 if (hhold->GetData(a2size) != 0) 
  hhLandUnit[1] = 1; else hhLandUnit[1] = 0; 
 if (hhold->GetData(a3size) != 0) 
  hhLandUnit[2] = 1; else hhLandUnit[2] = 0; 
 if (hhold->GetData(a4size) != 0) 
  hhLandUnit[3] = 1; else hhLandUnit[3] = 0; 
 if (hhold->GetData(a5size) != 0) 
  hhLandUnit[4] = 1; else hhLandUnit[4] = 0; 
 if (hhold->GetData(a6size) != 0) 
  hhLandUnit[5] = 1; else hhLandUnit[5] = 0; 
 if (hhold->GetData(a7size) != 0) 
  hhLandUnit[6] = 1; else hhLandUnit[6] = 0; 
 headlu = m_landUnits.GetHeadPosition(); 
 do { 
  lUnit = m_landUnits.GetNext(headlu); 
  float luVillage = lUnit->GetData(0); 
  int luID = (int) lUnit->GetData(1); 
  if (luVillage == hhVillage && hhLandUnit[luID-1] == 1) 
   hhold->AddLandUnit(lUnit); 
 } while(lUnit != m_landUnits.GetTail()); 
 } while (hhold != m_households.GetTail()); 
  
 //close all files 
 m_hhAttributes.CloseCsvFile(); 
 m_householdsShp.CloseShapefile(); 
 m_luAttributes.CloseCsvFile(); 
 m_landUnitsShp.CloseShapefile(); 
 m_controlPointsShp.CloseShapefile(); 
 m_foAttributes.CloseCsvFile(); 
 m_forestUnitsShp.CloseShapefile(); 
 return TRUE; 
}  
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Shapefile Processing 
 
 
//ESRI Shape Types 
#define NULL_SHAPE 0 
#define POINT  1 
#define POLYLINE 3 
#define POLYGON  5 
 
class CShapefile 
{ 
private: 
 CFile shp, shx, dbf; 
 ULONGLONG endOfFile; 
 int hdrFileCode; //Bytes 0-3 of *.shp header 
 int hdrFileLength; //Bytes 24-27 of *.shp header 
 int hdrVersion; //Bytes 28-31 of *.shp header 
 int hdrShapeType; //Bytes 32-35 of *.shp header 
 CGeoRect hdrBoundingBox; //Bytes 36-67 of *.shp header 
 void findEndFile(); 
public: 
 CShapefile(){}; 
 ~CShapefile(){}; 
 bool OpenShapefile(CString fileName); 
 void CloseShapefile(){shp.Close();}; 
 void ReadFileHeader(); 
 CGeoRect* GetBoundingBox(){return &hdrBoundingBox;}; 
 CEsriObject* ReadRecord();  
 bool isEndFile(); 
}; 
 
bool CShapefile::OpenShapefile(CString fileName) 
{ 
 bool success = shp.Open(fileName, CFile::modeRead|CFile::shareDenyNone); 
 if (success) 
  findEndFile(); 
 return success; 
} 
 
void CShapefile::ReadFileHeader() 
{ 
 char *byte = new char; 
 char intReverseEndian[4]; 
  
 //read File Code (and reverse Endianness from big to little) 
 for (int i=4; i > 0; i--) { 
  shp.Read(byte, sizeof(char)); 
  intReverseEndian[i-1] = *byte; 
 } 
 hdrFileCode = *(int*) intReverseEndian; 
  
 //skip unused fields in header (20 bytes) 
 shp.Seek(20,CFile::current); 
  
 //read File Length (and reverse Endianness from big to little) 
 for (int i=4; i > 0; i--) { 
  shp.Read(byte, sizeof(char)); 
  intReverseEndian[i-1] = *byte; 
 } 
 hdrFileLength = *(int*) intReverseEndian; 
 
 //read version (already little endian) 
 shp.Read(&hdrVersion,sizeof(int)); 
 //read shape type (already little endian) 
 shp.Read(&hdrShapeType,sizeof(int)); 
 //read bounding box (already little endian) 
 shp.Read(&hdrBoundingBox.xmin,sizeof(double)); 
 shp.Read(&hdrBoundingBox.ymin,sizeof(double)); 
 shp.Read(&hdrBoundingBox.xmax,sizeof(double)); 
 shp.Read(&hdrBoundingBox.ymax,sizeof(double)); 
 //skip Z and M fields, placing cursor at first record 
 shp.Seek(32,CFile::current); 
 delete(byte); 
} 
 
CEsriObject* CShapefile::ReadRecord() 
{ 
 char *byte = new char; 
 char intReverseEndian[4]; 
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 int record; 
 int contentLength; 
 int shapeType; 
 CEsriObject* object; 
 CEsriPoint objectPoint; 
 CEsriPolygon objectPolygon;  
 CGeoRect polyBoundingBox; 
 int numParts; 
 int numPoints; 
 
 //read record number (and reverse Endianness from big to little) 
 for (int i=4; i > 0; i--) { 
  shp.Read(byte, sizeof(char)); 
  intReverseEndian[i-1] = *byte; 
 } 
 record = *(int*) intReverseEndian; 
 objectPolygon.setRecordNumber(record); 
 objectPoint.setRecordNumber(record); 
 
 //read content length (and reverse Endianness from big to little) 
 for (int i=4; i > 0; i--) { 
  shp.Read(byte, sizeof(char)); 
  intReverseEndian[i-1] = *byte; 
 } 
 contentLength = *(int*) intReverseEndian; 
 objectPolygon.setContentLength(contentLength); 
 objectPoint.setContentLength(contentLength); 
 
 //read shape type (already little endian) 
 shp.Read(&shapeType,sizeof(int)); 
 objectPolygon.setShapeType(shapeType); 
 objectPoint.setShapeType(shapeType); 
 if (shapeType == POINT) { 
  double *pPoint = new double[2]; 
  shp.Read(pPoint, 2*sizeof(double)); 
  objectPoint.setPoint(pPoint[0], pPoint[1]); 
  object = &objectPoint; 
 }  
 else if (shapeType == POLYGON) { 
  shp.Read(&polyBoundingBox.xmin,sizeof(double)); 
  shp.Read(&polyBoundingBox.ymin,sizeof(double)); 
  shp.Read(&polyBoundingBox.xmax,sizeof(double)); 
  shp.Read(&polyBoundingBox.ymax,sizeof(double)); 
  objectPolygon.SetBoundingBox(&polyBoundingBox); 
  shp.Read(&numParts,sizeof(int)); 
  objectPolygon.SetNumParts(numParts); 
  shp.Read(&numPoints,sizeof(int)); 
  objectPolygon.SetNumPoints(numPoints); 
   
  objectPolygon.InitializeArrays(); 
 
  for (int i=0; i<numParts; i++) { 
   int *pPart = new int; 
   shp.Read(pPart,sizeof(int)); 
   objectPolygon.SetPart(i,pPart); 
  } 
   
  for (int i=0; i<numPoints; i++) { 
   double *pPoint = new double[2]; 
   shp.Read(pPoint,2*sizeof(double)); 
   CEsriPoint point(pPoint[0],pPoint[1]); 
   objectPolygon.SetPoint(i,point); 
  } 
   
  object = &objectPolygon; 
 } 
 return object; 
} 
 
void CShapefile::findEndFile() 
{ 
 ULONGLONG cur_pos = shp.GetPosition(); 
 shp.SeekToEnd(); 
 endOfFile = shp.GetPosition(); 
 shp.Seek(cur_pos, CFile::begin); 
} 
  
bool CShapefile::isEndFile() 
{ 
 return (shp.GetPosition() == endOfFile); 
}  
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Point and Polygon Objects 
 
 
class CGeoRect{ 
public: 
 double xmin; 
 double ymin; 
 double xmax; 
 double ymax; 
}; 
 
class CEsriObject  //generic base class of records in shapefile (point, polygon) 
{ 
private: 
 int recordNumber; //Bytes 0-3 of record 
 int contentLength; //Bytes 4-7 of record 
 int shapeType;  //Bytes 8-11 of record 
 
public: 
 CEsriObject(){}; 
 ~CEsriObject(); 
 void setRecordNumber(int number){recordNumber = number;}; 
 void setContentLength(int length){contentLength = length;}; 
 void setShapeType(int type){shapeType = type;}; 
 int GetRecordNumber(){return recordNumber;}; 
 int GetContentLength(){return contentLength;}; 
 int GetShapeType(){return shapeType;}; 
}; 
 
class CEsriPoint : public CEsriObject 
{ 
private: 
 double pointX; 
 double pointY; 
 
public: 
 CEsriPoint(){}; 
 ~CEsriPoint(); 
 CEsriPoint(double x, double y); 
 void setPoint(double x, double y){ 
  pointX = x; 
  pointY = y; 
 }; 
 double getPointX(){return pointX;}; 
 double getPointY(){return pointY;}; 
}; 
 
class CEsriPolygon : public CEsriObject 
{ 
protected: 
 CGeoRect boundingBox; 
 int numParts; 
 int numPoints; 
 int* parts; 
 CEsriPoint* points; 
 CEsriPoint controlPoint; 
 
public: 
 CEsriPolygon(){}; 
 ~CEsriPolygon(){}; 
 void SetPoint(int index, CEsriPoint point){points[index] = point;}; 
 void SetPart(int index, int* part){parts[index] = *part;}; 
 void InitializeArrays(){parts = new int[numParts]; points = new CEsriPoint[numPoints];}; 
 void SetBoundingBox(CGeoRect* polyBoundingBox){boundingBox = *polyBoundingBox;}; 
 void SetNumParts(int nParts){numParts = nParts;}; 
 void SetNumPoints(int nPoints){numPoints = nPoints;}; 
 void SetPartsPtr(int* ptrParts){parts = ptrParts;}; 
 void SetPointsPtr(CEsriPoint* ptrPoints){points = ptrPoints;}; 
 void SetControlPoint(CEsriPoint point){controlPoint = point;}; 
 int GetNumParts(){return numParts;}; 
 int GetNumPoints(){return numPoints;}; 
 int* GetPartsPtr(){return parts;}; 
 CEsriPoint* GetPointsPtr(){return points;}; 
 CEsriPoint GetControlPoint(){return controlPoint;}; 
 CEsriPoint GetPoint(int index){return points[index];}; 
 CGeoRect* GetBoundingBox(){return &boundingBox;}; 
}; 
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Household, Forest, and Land Unit Objects 
 
 
class CHousehold : public CEsriPoint 
{ 
private: 
 CArray <float,float> m_hhData; 
 CTypedPtrArray <CPtrArray,CLandUnit*> m_hhLandUnits; 
 int m_landUnitCount; 
public: 
 CHousehold(){m_hhData.SetSize(0); m_landUnitCount=0;}; 
 float GetData(int index){return m_hhData.GetAt(index);}; 
 void WriteData(int index, float data){m_hhData.SetAt(index,data);}; 
 void SetArraySize(int size){m_hhData.SetSize(size);}; 
 void AddLandUnit(CLandUnit* lu){m_hhLandUnits.Add(lu); m_landUnitCount++;}; 
 CLandUnit* GetLandUnit(int index); 
 int GetLandUnitCount(){return m_landUnitCount;}; 
}; 
 
class CLandUnit : public CEsriPolygon 
{ 
private: 
 CArray <float,float> m_luData; 
public: 
 CLandUnit(){m_luData.SetSize(0);}; 
 CLandUnit(CEsriPolygon* base); 
 float GetData(int index){return m_luData.GetAt(index);}; 
 void WriteData(int index, float data){m_luData.SetAt(index,data);}; 
 void SetArraySize(int size){m_luData.SetSize(size);}; 
}; 
 
class CForestUnit : public CEsriPolygon 
{ 
private: 
 CArray <float,float> m_foData; 
public: 
 CForestUnit(){m_foData.SetSize(0);}; 
 CForestUnit(CEsriPolygon* base); 
 float GetData(int index){return m_foData.GetAt(index);}; 
 void WriteData(int index, float data){m_foData.SetAt(index,data);}; 
 void SetArraySize(int size){m_foData.SetSize(size);}; 
}; 
 
CLandUnit::CLandUnit(CEsriPolygon* base) 
{ 
 this->setContentLength(base->GetContentLength()); 
 this->setShapeType(base->GetShapeType()); 
 this->setRecordNumber(base->GetRecordNumber()); 
 this->SetBoundingBox(base->GetBoundingBox()); 
 this->SetNumParts(base->GetNumParts()); 
 this->SetNumPoints(base->GetNumPoints()); 
 this->SetPartsPtr(base->GetPartsPtr()); 
 this->SetPointsPtr(base->GetPointsPtr()); 
 this->SetControlPoint(base->GetControlPoint()); 
} 
 
CLandUnit* CHousehold::GetLandUnit(int index) 
{ 
 if (index < GetLandUnitCount())  
  return m_hhLandUnits[index]; 
 else 
  return 0; 
} 
 
CForestUnit::CForestUnit(CEsriPolygon* base) 
{ 
 this->setContentLength(base->GetContentLength()); 
 this->setShapeType(base->GetShapeType()); 
 this->setRecordNumber(base->GetRecordNumber()); 
 this->SetBoundingBox(base->GetBoundingBox()); 
 this->SetNumParts(base->GetNumParts()); 
 this->SetNumPoints(base->GetNumPoints()); 
 this->SetPartsPtr(base->GetPartsPtr()); 
 this->SetPointsPtr(base->GetPointsPtr()); 
 this->SetControlPoint(base->GetControlPoint()); 
}  
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CSV Data File Processing 
 
 
class CCsvFile 
{ 
private: 
 CFile csv; 
 ULONGLONG endOfFile; 
 bool m_endOfLine; 
 int m_recordSize; 
public: 
 CCsvFile(){m_endOfLine = FALSE; m_recordSize = 0;}; 
 ~CCsvFile(){}; 
 bool OpenCsvFile(CString fileName); 
 void CloseCsvFile(){csv.Close();}; 
 CString* ReadAttr(); 
 char* ReadFile(); 
 void SetRecordSize(int size){m_recordSize = size;}; 
 int GetRecordSize(){return m_recordSize;}; 
 bool isEndLine(){return m_endOfLine;}; 
 void ResetEndLine(){m_endOfLine = FALSE;}; 
}; 
 
bool CCsvFile::OpenCsvFile(CString fileName) 
{ 
 bool success = csv.Open(fileName, CFile::modeRead|CFile::shareDenyNone); 
 return success; 
} 
 
CString* CCsvFile::ReadAttr() 
{ 
 char attrRaw[15]; 
 char* byte = new char; 
 int i = 0; 
 for (i = 0; i < 14 && *byte != ',' && *byte != '\n'; i++) 
 { 
  csv.Read(byte, sizeof(char)); 
  attrRaw[i] = *byte; 
 } 
 CString* attr = new CString; 
 *attr = attrRaw; 
 attr->Delete(i,1000); 
 if(attr->GetAt(i-1) == '\n') 
  m_endOfLine = TRUE; 
 attr->Delete(i-1); 
 return attr; 
} 
 
char* CCsvFile::ReadFile() 
{ 
 char* line = new char[4000000]; 
 csv.Read(line, 4000000); 
 return line; 
} 
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Simulation Script 
 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1Doc::OnSimulationRunscript() 
{ 
 char attrRaw[30]; 
 char* byte = new char; 
 int i = 0; 
 int byteCount = 0; 
 int scriptIndex = 0; 
 bool endOfLine = FALSE; 
 CFile Script; 
 CFile CropTotal; 
 char* comma = new char; 
 char* colon = new char; 
 char* newLine = new char; 
 *comma = ','; 
 *colon = ':'; 
 *newLine = '\n'; 
 char buffer[32]; 
 int numChar = 0; 
 bool openStatus2 = FALSE; 
 CString temp = _T("../../output/"); 
 CString cropTotals; 
 CString cropTotalsFileName_store; 
 CString marketPricesFileName_store; 
 double script_numSimSteps_dbl; 
 int script_numSimSteps; 
 double script_landUnitsPerStep_dbl; 
 int script_landUnitsPerStep; 
 double script_topChoiceCount_dbl; 
 CMainFrame* mainFrame = (CMainFrame*)AfxGetMainWnd( ); 
 
 bool openStatus = Script.Open(_T("../../script/Script0.csv"), CFile::modeRead|CFile::shareDenyNone); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open script file")); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 CTime start = CTime::GetCurrentTime(); 
 
 //loop through each case of the script 
 while(Script.GetLength() > byteCount) { 
  ResetSimAndViewFlags(0); 
  endOfLine = FALSE; 
  CString* attr = new CString; 
  //loop through each parameter of a single case in the script 
  while (!endOfLine) { 
   //loop through each byte of each parameter 
   for (i = 0; i < 29 && *byte != ',' && *byte != '\n'; i++) 
   { 
    Script.Read(byte, sizeof(char)); 
    byteCount++; 
    attrRaw[i] = *byte; 
   } 
   *attr = attrRaw; 
   attr->Delete(i,1000); 
   if(attr->GetAt(i-1) == '\n') { 
    endOfLine = TRUE; 
    attr->Delete(i-1); //delete newline (0x0A) 
    attr->Delete(i-2); //must also delete carriage return (0x0D) 
   } 
   else 
    attr->Delete(i-1); //delete comma 
 
   switch (scriptIndex) { 
   case 0: *m_script_marketPricesFileName = *attr; break; 
   case 1: *m_script_cropTotalsFileName = *attr; break; 
   case 2: script_numSimSteps_dbl = (double) wcstod(*attr, NULL); 
     script_numSimSteps = (int) script_numSimSteps_dbl; break; 
   case 3: script_landUnitsPerStep_dbl = (double) wcstod(*attr, NULL); 
     script_landUnitsPerStep = (int) script_landUnitsPerStep_dbl; break; 
   case 4: if (*attr == 'T') 
      m_USE_LOGIT = 1; 
     else 
      m_USE_LOGIT = 0; 
     break; 
   case 5: m_logit_beta = (double) wcstod(*attr, NULL); break; 
   case 6: script_topChoiceCount_dbl = (double) wcstod(*attr, NULL); 
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     TOPCHOICE_COUNT = (int) script_topChoiceCount_dbl; break; 
   case 7: m_market_baseCoeff = (double) wcstod(*attr, NULL); break;      
   case 8: m_diverse_baseCoeff = (double) wcstod(*attr, NULL); break; 
   case 9: m_uniform_baseCoeff = (double) wcstod(*attr, NULL); break; 
   default: break; 
   } 
   scriptIndex++; 
   *byte = 'x'; //reset to something other than ',' or '\n' 
  } 
  cropTotals = temp + *m_script_cropTotalsFileName; 
  openStatus2 = CropTotal.Open(cropTotals, CFile::modeWrite|CFile::modeCreate|CFile::modeNoTruncate); 
  if (openStatus2 == FALSE){ 
   AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open crop totals file for metadata entry")); 
   return; 
  } 
  CropTotal.SeekToEnd(); 
  CropTotal.Write(*m_script_marketPricesFileName,m_script_marketPricesFileName->GetLength()*2); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  CropTotal.Write(*m_script_cropTotalsFileName,m_script_cropTotalsFileName->GetLength()*2); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%d", script_numSimSteps); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%d", script_landUnitsPerStep); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%d", m_USE_LOGIT); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", m_logit_beta); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%d", TOPCHOICE_COUNT); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", m_market_baseCoeff); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", m_diverse_baseCoeff); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", m_uniform_baseCoeff); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(newLine,sizeof(char)); 
  CropTotal.Close(); 
  LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP = script_landUnitsPerStep; 
  //section to run several sim steps before recording results 
  cropTotalsFileName_store = *m_script_cropTotalsFileName; 
  *m_script_cropTotalsFileName = _T("ModelSetup.csv"); 
  marketPricesFileName_store = *m_script_marketPricesFileName; 
  *m_script_marketPricesFileName = _T("MarketPricesOrig.csv"); 
  RunSim(5,0); 
  *m_script_cropTotalsFileName = cropTotalsFileName_store; 
  *m_script_marketPricesFileName = marketPricesFileName_store; 
  //end section to run several sim steps before recording results 
  RunSim(script_numSimSteps,0); 
  mainFrame->SetRunSimTime(script_numSimSteps); 
  scriptIndex=0; 
 } 
 //open the output file to write a timestamp to the end of it 
 CTime end = CTime::GetCurrentTime(); 
 openStatus2 = CropTotal.Open(cropTotals, CFile::modeWrite|CFile::modeCreate|CFile::modeNoTruncate); 
 if (openStatus2 == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open crop totals file for timestamp entry")); 
  return; 
 } 
 CropTotal.SeekToEnd(); 
 numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%d", start.GetHour()); 
 CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
 CropTotal.Write(colon,sizeof(char)); 
 numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%d", start.GetMinute()); 
 CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
 CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
 numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%d", end.GetHour()); 
 CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
 CropTotal.Write(colon,sizeof(char)); 
 numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%d", end.GetMinute()); 
 CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
 CropTotal.Close(); 
 Script.Close(); 
}  
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Simulation Run 
 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1Doc::RunSim(int simTime, int simTimePrev) 
{ 
 CMainFrame* mainFrame = (CMainFrame*)AfxGetMainWnd( ); 
 int numSteps = 0; 
 m_topChoices = new ChoiceRecord[TOPCHOICE_COUNT]; 
 char* byte = new char; 
 char* comma = new char; 
 char* newLine = new char; 
 *comma = ','; 
 *newLine = '\n'; 
 CFile csv; 
 CFile CropTotal; 
  
 //get pointer to the graph view class 
 POSITION pos =GetFirstViewPosition();  
 CView* viewPtr=GetNextView(pos); //call twice to get graph view 
 viewPtr=GetNextView(pos); 
 CthaltukhodSim1View2* thalViewPtr = (CthaltukhodSim1View2*) viewPtr; 
  
 CString temp = _T("../../data/"); 
 CString marketPrices = temp + *m_script_marketPricesFileName; 
 bool openStatus = csv.Open(marketPrices, CFile::modeRead|CFile::shareDenyNone); 
 if (openStatus == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open market prices file")); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 temp = _T("../../output/"); 
 CString cropTotals = temp + *m_script_cropTotalsFileName; 
bool openStatus2 = CropTotal.Open(cropTotals, CFile::modeWrite|CFile::modeCreate|CFile::modeNoTruncate| 
CFile::shareDenyWrite); 
 if (openStatus2 == FALSE){ 
  AfxMessageBox(_T("Could not open crop totals file")); 
  return; 
 } 
 CropTotal.SeekToEnd(); 
  
 if (simTime > simTimePrev) { 
  numSteps = simTime - simTimePrev; 
  //read and discard market price data for sim steps that occurred previously 
  for (int i=0; i < simTimePrev; i++) { // for each sim step that has already been covered 
   int newLineCount = 0; 
   while (newLineCount < 3) { //count 3 newlines for each of three cash crops 
    csv.Read(byte, sizeof(char)); 
    if (*byte == '\n') { 
     newLineCount++; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 else if (simTime < simTimePrev){ 
  ResetSimAndViewFlags(simTime); //Reset the sim time to simTime 
  numSteps = simTime; 
 } 
 else 
  numSteps = 0; 
  
 char header[] = "Rajmah,Potato,Peas,Maize,Wheat,Barley\n"; 
 CropTotal.Write(header,sizeof(header)); 
 //section to write crop totals for actual Y3,2 as first entry in file 
  maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxPeasCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxPeasCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxWheatCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxWheatCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  thalViewPtr->ClearGraphUpdateFlags(); 
  thalViewPtr->time = 0; 
  thalViewPtr->OnGraphEverycropweeklyarea(); 
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  char buffer[32]; 
  int numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxPeasCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxWheatCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(newLine,sizeof(char)); 
  //Y2 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxPeasCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxWheatCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(newLine,sizeof(char)); 
 
 while (numSteps > 0) { 
  //before sim step, must get appropriate market price data 
  int newLineCount = 0; 
  int indexString = 0; 
  int indexPrice = 0; 
  int bytesRead = 0; 
  char priceRaw[15]; 
  while (newLineCount < 3) { //count 3 newlines for each of three cash crops 
   bytesRead = csv.Read(byte, sizeof(char)); 
   if (bytesRead == 0) { 
    AfxMessageBox(_T("No byte could be read from MarketPrices.csv")); 
    return; 
   } 
   if (*byte == ',' || *byte == '\n') { 
    CString* priceString = new CString;; 
    *priceString = priceRaw; //copy char array into CString 
    priceString->Delete(indexString,1000);  //remove garbage characters 
    CString priceStringReg = *priceString; 
    if (newLineCount == 0) { // cast CString to float 
     m_marketRatesRajmah[indexPrice] = (double) wcstod(priceStringReg, NULL);  
    } 
    else if (newLineCount == 1) { // cast CString to float 
     m_marketRatesPotato[indexPrice] = (double) wcstod(priceStringReg, NULL);  
    } 
    else if (newLineCount == 2) { // cast CString to float 
     m_marketRatesPea[indexPrice] = (double) wcstod(priceStringReg, NULL);  
    } 
    if (*byte == ',') 
     indexPrice++; 
    indexString = 0; 
   } 
   else { 
    priceRaw[indexString] = *byte; 
    indexString++; 
   } 
   if (*byte == '\n') { 
    newLineCount++; 
    indexPrice = 0; 
   } 
  } 
  SimStep(); 
  int currentStep = mainFrame->GetRunSimTime(); 
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  mainFrame->SetRunSimTime(currentStep+1); 
  numSteps -= 1; 
 
  //section to write crop totals for current step to file 
  maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxPeasCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxPeasCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxWheatCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxWheatCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[0] = 0; 
  maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[1] = 0; 
  thalViewPtr->ClearGraphUpdateFlags(); 
  thalViewPtr->time = 0; 
  thalViewPtr->OnGraphEverycropweeklyarea(); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxPeasCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxWheatCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[1]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(newLine,sizeof(char)); 
  //Y2 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxRajmahCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxPotatoCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxPeasCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxMaizeCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxWheatCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(comma,sizeof(char)); 
  numChar = _snprintf(buffer, 32, "%g", maxBarleyCropSizeTotal[0]); 
  CropTotal.Write(buffer,numChar); 
  CropTotal.Write(newLine,sizeof(char)); 
 } 
 
 csv.Close(); 
 CropTotal.Close(); 
 delete byte; 
 delete comma; 
 delete newLine; 
 delete m_topChoices; 
} 
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Simulation Step for all Households  
 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1Doc::SimStep()  
{ 
 int axy5cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y5crop1,a1y5crop2,a1y5crop3,a1y5crop4, 
        a2y5crop1,a2y5crop2,a2y5crop3,a2y5crop4, 
        a3y5crop1,a3y5crop2,a3y5crop3,a3y5crop4, 
        a4y5crop1,a4y5crop2,a4y5crop3,a4y5crop4, 
        a5y5crop1,a5y5crop2,a5y5crop3,a5y5crop4, 
        a6y5crop1,a6y5crop2,a6y5crop3,a6y5crop4, 
        a7y5crop1,a7y5crop2,a7y5crop3,a7y5crop4}; 
 int axy4cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y4crop1,a1y4crop2,a1y4crop3,a1y4crop4, 
        a2y4crop1,a2y4crop2,a2y4crop3,a2y4crop4, 
        a3y4crop1,a3y4crop2,a3y4crop3,a3y4crop4, 
        a4y4crop1,a4y4crop2,a4y4crop3,a4y4crop4, 
        a5y4crop1,a5y4crop2,a5y4crop3,a5y4crop4, 
        a6y4crop1,a6y4crop2,a6y4crop3,a6y4crop4, 
        a7y4crop1,a7y4crop2,a7y4crop3,a7y4crop4}; 
 int axy3cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y3crop1,a1y3crop2,a1y3crop3,a1y3crop4, 
        a2y3crop1,a2y3crop2,a2y3crop3,a2y3crop4, 
        a3y3crop1,a3y3crop2,a3y3crop3,a3y3crop4, 
        a4y3crop1,a4y3crop2,a4y3crop3,a4y3crop4, 
        a5y3crop1,a5y3crop2,a5y3crop3,a5y3crop4, 
        a6y3crop1,a6y3crop2,a6y3crop3,a6y3crop4, 
        a7y3crop1,a7y3crop2,a7y3crop3,a7y3crop4}; 
 int axy2cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y2crop1,a1y2crop2,a1y2crop3,a1y2crop4, 
        a2y2crop1,a2y2crop2,a2y2crop3,a2y2crop4, 
        a3y2crop1,a3y2crop2,a3y2crop3,a3y2crop4, 
        a4y2crop1,a4y2crop2,a4y2crop3,a4y2crop4, 
        a5y2crop1,a5y2crop2,a5y2crop3,a5y2crop4, 
        a6y2crop1,a6y2crop2,a6y2crop3,a6y2crop4, 
        a7y2crop1,a7y2crop2,a7y2crop3,a7y2crop4}; 
 int axsize[7] = {a1size,a2size,a3size,a4size,a5size,a6size,a7size}; 
 CHousehold* hh; 
 m_hh_count = 0; 
 int instanceCount[VILLAGE_COUNT][7][4][10]; //village, land unit, season, crop 
 for (int i = 0; i < VILLAGE_COUNT; i++) { 
   for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
    for (int k = 0; k < 4; k++) { 
     for (int m = 0; m < 10; m++) 
      instanceCount[i][j][k][m] = 0; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
 //cycle through all households to gather stats about cropping patterns for 
 //each land unit in all villages. Populate 4D-array with counts of certain 
 //crops in certain seasons in certain land units in certain villages. 
 POSITION head = m_households.GetHeadPosition(); 
 do { 
  hh = m_households.GetNext(head); 
  int village = (int)hh->GetData(villid) - 1; //minus 1 for zero-referenced array 
  CLandUnit** lu; 
  int* lu_id; 
  lu = new CLandUnit*[hh->GetLandUnitCount()]; 
  lu_id = new int[hh->GetLandUnitCount()]; 
  //lu_id keeps a list of land unit id's in the order that they appear 
  //in the linked list of the household. 
  for (int j = 0; j < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); j++){ 
   lu[j] = new CLandUnit; 
   lu[j] = hh->GetLandUnit(j); 
   lu_id[j] = lu[j]->GetData(LU_unitid); 
  } 
  bool rajFound = false; 
  bool mzeFound = false; 
  bool whtFound = false; 
  bool barFound = false; 
  int noWinterCropCount = 0; // if there are four of these, no crop present 
  for (int k = 0; k < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); k++) { 
   whtFound = false; //reinitialize flags before processing next land unit 
   barFound = false; 
   rajFound = false; 
   mzeFound = false; 
   noWinterCropCount = 0; 
   for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) { 
    //use Y2 data because Y4 has not been overwritten with it yet 
    switch ((int)hh->GetData(axy2cropIndex[lu_id[k]-1][i])) { 
    case 0: if (noWinterCropCount < 3)  
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       noWinterCropCount++; 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][0][6+NONE]++; 
      break; 
    case 1: rajFound = true; 
      if (mzeFound == true) { 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][1][RAJMAIZE]++; 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][1][MZE]--; 
      } 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][1][RAJ]++;  
      noWinterCropCount++; 
      break; 
    case 2: instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][1][POT]++; noWinterCropCount++; break; 
    case 3: instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][1][PEA]++; noWinterCropCount++; break; 
    case 6: mzeFound = true; 
      if (rajFound == true) { 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][1][RAJMAIZE]++; 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][1][RAJ]--; 
      } 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][1][MZE]++;  
      noWinterCropCount++; 
      break; 
    case 7: whtFound = true; 
      if (barFound == true) { 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][0][6+WHTBAR]++; //add 6 to winter crops 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][0][6+BAR]--; 
      } 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][0][6+WHT]++;  
      break; 
    case 8: barFound = true; 
      if (whtFound == true) { 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][0][6+WHTBAR]++;  
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][0][6+WHT]--; 
      } 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][0][6+BAR]++;  
      break; 
    default: break; 
    } 
   } 
   whtFound = false; //reinitialize flags before processing next year 
   barFound = false; 
   rajFound = false; 
   mzeFound = false; 
   noWinterCropCount = 0; 
   for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) { 
    //use Y3 data because Y5 has not been overwritten with it yet 
    switch ((int)hh->GetData(axy3cropIndex[lu_id[k]-1][i])) { 
    case 0: if (noWinterCropCount < 3)  
       noWinterCropCount++; 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][2][6+NONE]++; 
      break; 
    case 1: rajFound = true; 
      if (mzeFound == true) { 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][3][RAJMAIZE]++; 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][3][MZE]--; 
      } 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][3][RAJ]++;  
      noWinterCropCount++; 
      break; 
    case 2: instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][3][POT]++; noWinterCropCount++; break; 
    case 3: instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][3][PEA]++; noWinterCropCount++; break; 
    case 6: mzeFound = true; 
      if (rajFound == true) { 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][3][RAJMAIZE]++; 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][3][RAJ]--; 
      } 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][3][MZE]++;  
      noWinterCropCount++; 
      break; 
    case 7: whtFound = true; 
      if (barFound == true) { 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][2][6+WHTBAR]++; 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][2][6+BAR]--; 
      } 
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      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][2][6+WHT]++;  
      break; 
    case 8: barFound = true; 
      if (whtFound == true) { 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][2][6+WHTBAR]++;  
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][2][6+WHT]--; 
      } 
      else 
       instanceCount[village][lu_id[k]-1][2][6+BAR]++;  
      break; 
    default: break; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  delete lu; 
  delete lu_id; 
 } while (hh != m_households.GetTail()); 
 
 //with the results from the previous calculation of cropping counts in all 
 //land units, determine the dominant crop for every land unit in every season. 
 //Dominance is defined simply by the crop with the maximum count. We want to 
 //store both the crop's identity and the percentage of the total users of that 
 //land unit. 
 for (int i = 0; i < VILLAGE_COUNT; i++) { 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
   for (int k = 0; k < 4; k++) { 
    m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].maxCropCount = 0; 
    m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].maxCropType = 0; 
    m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].totalUseCount = 0; 
    m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].proportionMaxCrop = 0; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 for (int i = 0; i < VILLAGE_COUNT; i++) { 
   for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
    for (int k = 0; k < 4; k++) { 
     for (int m = 0; m < 10; m++) { 
      if (instanceCount[i][j][k][m] > m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].maxCropCount) { 
       m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].maxCropCount = instanceCount[i][j][k][m]; 
       m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].maxCropType = m; 
      } 
      m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].totalUseCount += instanceCount[i][j][k][m]; 
     } 
     if (m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].totalUseCount != 0)   
m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].proportionMaxCrop = 
(double)m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].maxCropCount / 
(double)m_landUnitStats[i][j][k].totalUseCount; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  
 //cycle through all households a second time to conduct the simulated  
 //discrete choice process for land units in the next two year cycle. 
 head = m_households.GetHeadPosition(); 
 do { 
  hh = m_households.GetNext(head); 
  //move Y3,2 data into Y5,4 in preparation for overwriting Y3,2 
  for (int i = 0; i < 7; i++) { 
   for (int j = 0; j < 4; j++) { 
    hh->WriteData(axy5cropIndex[i][j],hh->GetData(axy3cropIndex[i][j])); 
    hh->WriteData(axy4cropIndex[i][j],hh->GetData(axy2cropIndex[i][j])); 
   } 
  } 
  hh->WriteData(cc1y5size,hh->GetData(cc1y3size)); 
  hh->WriteData(cc2y5size,hh->GetData(cc2y3size)); 
  hh->WriteData(cc3y5size,hh->GetData(cc3y3size)); 
  hh->WriteData(fc6y5size,hh->GetData(fc6y3size)); 
  hh->WriteData(fc7y5size,hh->GetData(fc7y3size)); 
  hh->WriteData(fc8y5size,hh->GetData(fc8y3size)); 
  hh->WriteData(cc1y4size,hh->GetData(cc1y2size)); 
  hh->WriteData(cc2y4size,hh->GetData(cc2y2size)); 
  hh->WriteData(cc3y4size,hh->GetData(cc3y2size)); 
  hh->WriteData(fc6y4size,hh->GetData(fc6y2size)); 
  hh->WriteData(fc7y4size,hh->GetData(fc7y2size)); 
  hh->WriteData(fc8y4size,hh->GetData(fc8y2size)); 
  hh->WriteData(cc1fc6y5,hh->GetData(cc1fc6y3)); 
  hh->WriteData(cc1fc6y4,hh->GetData(cc1fc6y2)); 
 
  //simulate new Y3,2 data by determining max expected received utility. 
  //result is stored in m_topChoices. 
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  FindHighestUtility(hh); 
  //apply a logit model to simulate uncertainty in prediction 
  double *probability = new double[TOPCHOICE_COUNT]; 
  double sumExponentialUtilities = 0; 
  for (int i = 0; i < TOPCHOICE_COUNT; i++) 
   sumExponentialUtilities += exp(m_logit_beta*m_topChoices[i].utility); 
  for (int i = 0; i < TOPCHOICE_COUNT; i++) 
   probability[i] = (exp(m_logit_beta*m_topChoices[i].utility)) / sumExponentialUtilities; 
  int randInteger; 
  randInteger = rand() % 1000; 
  double randChoice = (double)randInteger / 1000; //number between 0 and 1 
  int logitChoice = -99; 
  int choice = 0; 
  double cumulProbab = 0; 
  for (int i = 0; i < TOPCHOICE_COUNT; i++) { 
   cumulProbab += probability[i]; 
   if (randChoice <= cumulProbab) { 
    logitChoice = i; 
    break; 
   } 
  } 
  delete probability; 
  //disable/enable logit from control bit 
  if (m_USE_LOGIT == 1) 
   choice = logitChoice; 
  else 
   choice = 0; 
 
  //initialize crop sizes to zero for Y3,2 
  hh->WriteData(cc1y3size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(cc2y3size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(cc3y3size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(fc6y3size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(fc7y3size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(fc8y3size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(cc1y2size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(cc2y2size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(cc3y2size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(fc6y2size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(fc7y2size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(fc8y2size,0); 
  hh->WriteData(cc1fc6y3,0); 
  hh->WriteData(cc1fc6y2,0); 
 
  int k = 0; 
  double tempSize = 0; 
  //overwrite Y3,2 data with simulated results 
  for (int i = 0; i < 7; i++) { //iterate through land units 
  k = 0; 
  //Y2 winter 
  switch (m_topChoices[choice].choice[i][0]) { 
   case 1: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], WHEAT); 
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc7y2size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc7y2size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 2: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], BARLEY);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc8y2size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc8y2size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 3: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], WHEAT);  
     k++; 
     hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], BARLEY);  
     k++; 
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc7y2size) + 0.85*hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc7y2size,tempSize); 
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc8y2size) + 0.15*hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc8y2size,tempSize); 
     break; 
   default: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], 0); k++; break; 
   } 
  //Y2 summer 
  switch (m_topChoices[choice].choice[i][1]) { 
   case 1: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], RAJMAH);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(cc1y2size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(cc1y2size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 2: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], POTATO);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(cc2y2size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(cc2y2size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 3: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], PEAS);  
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     tempSize = hh->GetData(cc3y2size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(cc3y2size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 4: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], MAIZE);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc6y2size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc6y2size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 5: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], RAJMAH);  
     k++; 
     hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], MAIZE);  
     k++;  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(cc1fc6y2) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(cc1fc6y2,tempSize); 
     break; 
   default: hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], 0); k++; break; 
   } 
  while (k < 4) { //fill in remaining blanks with 0 
   hh->WriteData(axy2cropIndex[i][k], 0); 
   k++; 
  } 
   
  k=0; 
  //Y3 winter 
  switch (m_topChoices[choice].choice[i][2]) { 
   case 1: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], WHEAT);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc7y3size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc7y3size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 2: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], BARLEY);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc8y3size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc8y3size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 3: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], WHEAT);  
     k++; 
     hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], BARLEY);  
     k++;  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc7y3size) + 0.85*hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc7y3size,tempSize); 
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc8y3size) + 0.15*hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc8y3size,tempSize); 
     break; 
   default: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], 0); k++; break; 
   } 
  //Y3 summer 
  switch (m_topChoices[choice].choice[i][3]) { 
   case 1: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], RAJMAH);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(cc1y3size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(cc1y3size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 2: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], POTATO);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(cc2y3size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(cc2y3size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 3: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], PEAS);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(cc3y3size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(cc3y3size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 4: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], MAIZE);  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(fc6y3size) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(fc6y3size,tempSize); 
     k++; break; 
   case 5: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], RAJMAH);  
     k++; 
     hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], MAIZE);  
     k++;  
     tempSize = hh->GetData(cc1fc6y3) + hh->GetData(axsize[i]); 
     hh->WriteData(cc1fc6y3,tempSize); 
     break; 
   default: hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], 0); k++; break; 
   } 
  while (k < 4) { //fill in remaining blanks with 0 
   hh->WriteData(axy3cropIndex[i][k], 0); 
   k++; 
  } 
  } 
     
 } while (hh != m_households.GetTail());  
 UpdateAllViews(NULL); 
} 
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Setup of Discrete Choice Framework 
 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1Doc::FindHighestUtility(CHousehold* hh) 
{   
 int Choice[7][4]; 
 int maxChoice[7][4]; 
 int possib_prelim[5*4*5*4][4]; //5 summer choices, 3 winter choices + NONE, 2 years 
 int possib[169][4]; //remove all choices for winter planting after summer=potato 
 double maxUtility = 0; 
 CLandUnit** lu; 
 int* lu_id; 
 lu = new CLandUnit*[hh->GetLandUnitCount()]; 
 lu_id = new int[hh->GetLandUnitCount()]; 
 CLandUnit* hhLandUnit; 
 int axy5cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y5crop1,a1y5crop2,a1y5crop3,a1y5crop4, 
        a2y5crop1,a2y5crop2,a2y5crop3,a2y5crop4, 
        a3y5crop1,a3y5crop2,a3y5crop3,a3y5crop4, 
        a4y5crop1,a4y5crop2,a4y5crop3,a4y5crop4, 
        a5y5crop1,a5y5crop2,a5y5crop3,a5y5crop4, 
        a6y5crop1,a6y5crop2,a6y5crop3,a6y5crop4, 
        a7y5crop1,a7y5crop2,a7y5crop3,a7y5crop4}; 
 int axy4cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y4crop1,a1y4crop2,a1y4crop3,a1y4crop4, 
        a2y4crop1,a2y4crop2,a2y4crop3,a2y4crop4, 
        a3y4crop1,a3y4crop2,a3y4crop3,a3y4crop4, 
        a4y4crop1,a4y4crop2,a4y4crop3,a4y4crop4, 
        a5y4crop1,a5y4crop2,a5y4crop3,a5y4crop4, 
        a6y4crop1,a6y4crop2,a6y4crop3,a6y4crop4, 
        a7y4crop1,a7y4crop2,a7y4crop3,a7y4crop4}; 
 int axy3cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y3crop1,a1y3crop2,a1y3crop3,a1y3crop4, 
        a2y3crop1,a2y3crop2,a2y3crop3,a2y3crop4, 
        a3y3crop1,a3y3crop2,a3y3crop3,a3y3crop4, 
        a4y3crop1,a4y3crop2,a4y3crop3,a4y3crop4, 
        a5y3crop1,a5y3crop2,a5y3crop3,a5y3crop4, 
        a6y3crop1,a6y3crop2,a6y3crop3,a6y3crop4, 
        a7y3crop1,a7y3crop2,a7y3crop3,a7y3crop4}; 
 int axy2cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y2crop1,a1y2crop2,a1y2crop3,a1y2crop4, 
        a2y2crop1,a2y2crop2,a2y2crop3,a2y2crop4, 
        a3y2crop1,a3y2crop2,a3y2crop3,a3y2crop4, 
        a4y2crop1,a4y2crop2,a4y2crop3,a4y2crop4, 
        a5y2crop1,a5y2crop2,a5y2crop3,a5y2crop4, 
        a6y2crop1,a6y2crop2,a6y2crop3,a6y2crop4, 
        a7y2crop1,a7y2crop2,a7y2crop3,a7y2crop4}; 
  
 //initialize all top utility and choice values to zero 
 for (int k = 0; k < TOPCHOICE_COUNT; k++){ 
  m_topChoices[k].utility = 0; 
  for (int p = 0; p < 7; p++){ 
   for (int q = 0; q < 4; q++) { 
    m_topChoices[k].choice[p][q] = 0; 
   } 
  } 
 }  
 for (int p = 0; p < 7; p++){ 
   for (int q = 0; q < 4; q++) { 
    Choice[p][q] = 0; 
   } 
  } 
  
 //create a list of possibilities for crop combinations in a single 
 //unit over a two year period. 
 SummerCrop s1 = RAJ; 
 WinterCrop w1 = WHT; 
 SummerCrop s2 = RAJ; 
 WinterCrop w2 = WHT; 
 int m = 0; 
 int n = 0; 
 for (s1 = RAJ; s1 <= RAJMAIZE; s1=SummerCrop(s1+1)){ 
  for (w1 = NONE; w1 <= WHTBAR; w1=WinterCrop(w1+1)){ 
   for (s2 = RAJ; s2 <= RAJMAIZE; s2=SummerCrop(s2+1)){ 
    for (w2 = NONE; w2 <= WHTBAR; w2=WinterCrop(w2+1)){ 
     possib_prelim[m][3] = s1; 
     possib_prelim[m][2] = w1; 
     possib_prelim[m][1] = s2; 
     possib_prelim[m][0] = w2; 
     m++; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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 } 
  
 //this weeds out all of the cases where potatoes cannot be 
 //followed by any winter crop (except NONE), and other summer 
 //must be followed by something in the winter (cannot be NONE) 
 for (m = 0; m < 400; m++) { 
  if (possib_prelim[m][1] == POT && possib_prelim[m][0] != NONE) 
   ; 
  else if (possib_prelim[m][1] != POT && possib_prelim[m][0] == NONE) 
   ; 
  else if (possib_prelim[m][3] == POT && possib_prelim[m][2] != NONE) 
   ; 
  else if (possib_prelim[m][3] != POT && possib_prelim[m][2] == NONE) 
   ; 
  else { 
   possib[n][3] = possib_prelim[m][3]; 
   possib[n][2] = possib_prelim[m][2]; 
   possib[n][1] = possib_prelim[m][1]; 
   possib[n][0] = possib_prelim[m][0]; 
   n++; 
  } 
 } 
 
 //lu_id keeps a list of land unit id's in the order that they appear 
 //in the linked list of the household. 
 for (int j = 0; j < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); j++){ 
  lu[j] = new CLandUnit; 
  lu[j] = hh->GetLandUnit(j); 
  lu_id[j] = lu[j]->GetData(LU_unitid); 
 } 
 
 //for hh's with LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP or fewer land units, submit them all  
 //to the recursive algorithm for exhaustive analysis. For households with  
 //more than LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP, select LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP units randomly   
 //to submit to the recursive algorithm. For the remaining units, assign 
 //their crop choices to the previous sim step (which is in Y5 and Y4) 
 int randUnit = 0; 
 int luCount = 0; 
 int lu_Rand[7]; 
 bool lu_idBool[7]; 
 for (int k = 0; k < 7; k++) 
  lu_idBool[k] = false; 
 if (hh->GetLandUnitCount() <= LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP) 
  luCount = hh->GetLandUnitCount(); 
 else { 
  luCount = LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP; 
  for (int i = 0; i < LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP; i++) { 
   do { // if land unit already chosen, choose another 
    //rand provides position in array, not unit itself 
    randUnit = rand() % hh->GetLandUnitCount(); 
    if (m_RANDOM_SELECT_LU_ABOVE_MAX) 
     lu_Rand[i] = lu_id[randUnit]; //use this for random selection 
    else 
     lu_Rand[i] = lu_id[i]; // use this for constant selection of first 3 units 
   } while (lu_idBool[randUnit] == true); 
   if (m_RANDOM_SELECT_LU_ABOVE_MAX) 
    lu_idBool[randUnit] = true; //use this for random selection 
   else 
    lu_idBool[i] = true; //use this for constant selection of first 3 units 
  } 
   
  for (int k = 0; k < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); k++) { 
   if (lu_idBool[k] == false) { 
    for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) { 
     switch ((int)hh->GetData(axy4cropIndex[lu_id[k]-1][i])) { 
     case 0: break; 
     case 1: if (Choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] == MZE) 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = RAJMAIZE; 
       else 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = RAJ; 
       break; 
     case 2: Choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = POT; break; 
     case 3: Choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = PEA; break; 
     case 6: if (Choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] == RAJ) 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = RAJMAIZE; 
       else 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = MZE; 
       break; 
     case 7: if (Choice[lu_id[k]-1][0] == BAR) 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][0] = WHTBAR; 
       else 
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        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][0] = WHT; 
       break; 
     case 8: if (Choice[lu_id[k]-1][0] == WHT) 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][0] = WHTBAR; 
       else 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][0] = BAR; 
       break; 
     default: break; 
     } 
    } 
    for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) { 
     switch ((int)hh->GetData(axy5cropIndex[lu_id[k]-1][i])) { 
     case 0: break; 
     case 1: if (Choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] == MZE) 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = RAJMAIZE; 
       else 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = RAJ; 
       break; 
     case 2: Choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = POT; break; 
     case 3: Choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = PEA; break; 
     case 6: if (Choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] == RAJ) 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = RAJMAIZE; 
       else 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = MZE; 
       break; 
     case 7: if (Choice[lu_id[k]-1][2] == BAR) 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][2] = WHTBAR; 
       else 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][2] = WHT; 
       break; 
     case 8: if (Choice[lu_id[k]-1][2] == WHT) 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][2] = WHTBAR; 
       else 
        Choice[lu_id[k]-1][2] = BAR; 
       break; 
     default: break; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
 //bring the specified quantity of randomly selected units (that will be submitted 
 //to the recursive algorithm) to the front of the lu_id array. 
 //Simultaneously, move the units that were replaced to later positions 
 //in the array. 
 int temp_id; 
 int count = 0; 
 for (int j = 0; j < LAND_UNITS_PER_STEP; j++) { 
  temp_id = lu_id[j]; 
  lu_id[j] = lu_Rand[j]; 
  for (int k = 0; k < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); k++){ 
   if (lu_id[k] == lu_id[j]) { 
    if (count == 1) 
     lu_id[k] = temp_id; 
    count++;  
   } 
  } 
  count = 0; 
 } 
  
 //reorder land unit array to match lu_id array 
 CLandUnit* lu_temp[7]; 
 for (int j = 0; j < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); j++) { 
  for (int k = 0; k < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); k++) { 
   if (lu[j]->GetData(LU_unitid) == lu_id[k]) 
    lu_temp[k] = lu[j]; 
  } 
 } 
 for (int j = 0; j < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); j++) { 
  lu[j] = lu_temp[j]; 
 } 
 
 //must fill in the top choices for land units that exceed the  
 //land unit limit. These static values will be used in calculation 
 //of utility, although they will not be calculated by recursive algorithm. 
 for (int j = 0; j < TOPCHOICE_COUNT; j++) { 
  for (int k = 0; k < 7; k++) { 
   m_topChoices[j].choice[k][0] = Choice[k][0]; 
   m_topChoices[j].choice[k][1] = Choice[k][1]; 
   m_topChoices[j].choice[k][2] = Choice[k][2]; 
   m_topChoices[j].choice[k][3] = Choice[k][3]; 
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  } 
 } 
 } 
  
 //call the recursive function that generates a list of highest utilities 
 if (m_simAllLandUnits) 
  CalculateUtility(0,possib,hh,Choice,lu,lu_id,luCount); 
 else if ((int)hh->GetData(villid) == m_luID_to_simulate) 
  CalculateUtility(0,possib,hh,Choice,lu,lu_id,luCount); 
 
 delete lu; 
 delete lu_id; 
} 
 
  
 78 
Recursive Search for Highest Utilities 
 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1Doc::CalculateUtility(int iter, int possib[][4], CHousehold* hh, int Choice[][4], 
CLandUnit* lu[], int lu_id[], int luCount) { 
 double utility = 0; 
 //execute the code within this 'if' statement when the depth of recursion 
 //has reached the land unit count. 
 if (iter == luCount) { 
  //calculate the utility for this choice 
  //first, measure diversity of choice by counting unique crops 
  double diverseUtility = CalcDiverseUtility(Choice, hh, lu_id); 
  //second, measure uniformity of choice compared to rest of village 
  double uniformUtility = CalcUniformUtility(Choice, hh, lu_id); 
  //third, measure market value of choice 
  double marketUtility = CalcMarketUtility(Choice, hh, lu_id, lu); 
  utility = uniformUtility + diverseUtility + marketUtility; 
  //if the utility is higher than the lowest entry in the topChoices array, 
  //(which is sorted), then copy the entry into the array at the lowest position. 
  if (utility > m_topChoices[TOPCHOICE_COUNT-1].utility){ 
   m_topChoices[TOPCHOICE_COUNT-1].utility = utility; 
   for (int j = 0; j < iter; j++){ 
    m_topChoices[TOPCHOICE_COUNT-1].choice[lu_id[j]-1][0] = Choice[lu_id[j]-1][0]; 
    m_topChoices[TOPCHOICE_COUNT-1].choice[lu_id[j]-1][1] = Choice[lu_id[j]-1][1]; 
    m_topChoices[TOPCHOICE_COUNT-1].choice[lu_id[j]-1][2] = Choice[lu_id[j]-1][2]; 
    m_topChoices[TOPCHOICE_COUNT-1].choice[lu_id[j]-1][3] = Choice[lu_id[j]-1][3]; 
   } 
   //execute a sorting operation to move the newest entry to the correct 
   //point in the array. This is done by simply swapping positions with 
   //the next neighbor while the neighbor is smaller than the the new entry. 
   for (int j = TOPCHOICE_COUNT-1; j > 0; j--) { //sort array 
    if (m_topChoices[j].utility > m_topChoices[j-1].utility) { 
     int temp = m_topChoices[j-1].utility; 
     m_topChoices[j-1].utility = m_topChoices[j].utility; 
     m_topChoices[j].utility = temp; 
     int tempChoice[7][4]; 
     for (int k = 0; k < iter; k++){  //store j-1 choice in temp 
      tempChoice[lu_id[k]-1][0] = m_topChoices[j-1].choice[lu_id[k]-1][0]; 
      tempChoice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = m_topChoices[j-1].choice[lu_id[k]-1][1]; 
      tempChoice[lu_id[k]-1][2] = m_topChoices[j-1].choice[lu_id[k]-1][2]; 
      tempChoice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = m_topChoices[j-1].choice[lu_id[k]-1][3]; 
     } 
     for (int k = 0; k < iter; k++){  //overwrite j-1 choice with j 
      m_topChoices[j-1].choice[lu_id[k]-1][0] = m_topChoices[j].choice[lu_id[k]-1][0]; 
      m_topChoices[j-1].choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = m_topChoices[j].choice[lu_id[k]-1][1]; 
      m_topChoices[j-1].choice[lu_id[k]-1][2] = m_topChoices[j].choice[lu_id[k]-1][2]; 
      m_topChoices[j-1].choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = m_topChoices[j].choice[lu_id[k]-1][3]; 
     } 
     for (int k = 0; k < iter; k++){  //overwrite j choice with temp 
      m_topChoices[j].choice[lu_id[k]-1][0] = tempChoice[lu_id[k]-1][0]; 
      m_topChoices[j].choice[lu_id[k]-1][1] = tempChoice[lu_id[k]-1][1]; 
      m_topChoices[j].choice[lu_id[k]-1][2] = tempChoice[lu_id[k]-1][2]; 
      m_topChoices[j].choice[lu_id[k]-1][3] = tempChoice[lu_id[k]-1][3]; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  return; 
 } 
 //if the depth of recursion has not reached the land unit count, set 
 //the choice for this level and call the function again. 
 for (int i = 0; i < 169; i++){ 
  Choice[lu_id[iter]-1][0] = possib[i][0];  
  Choice[lu_id[iter]-1][1] = possib[i][1];  
  Choice[lu_id[iter]-1][2] = possib[i][2];  
  Choice[lu_id[iter]-1][3] = possib[i][3];   
  CalculateUtility(iter+1,possib,hh,Choice,lu,lu_id,luCount); 
 } 
} 
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Crop Diversification Utility Calculation 
 
 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::CalcDiverseUtility(int Choice[][4], CHousehold* hh, int lu_id[]) { 
 int cropCount = 0; 
 double diverse_baseCoeff_adjust; 
 double cropRecord[10];  //leave enough room for max number of possible crops 
 for (int m = 0; m < 10; m++) //6 summer slots (including unused 'none=0' option), 4 winter slots 
  cropRecord[m] = 0; 
 //utility is calculated for all land unit choices, not simply up to "iter", since 
 //some units may have land units whose choices are statically set to last year. 
 for (int j = 0; j < hh->GetLandUnitCount(); j++){ 
  //offset winter crops by ten to separate from summer crops 
  CLandUnit* lu = hh->GetLandUnit(j); 
  int id = (int)lu->GetData(LU_unitid); 
  int sizeIndex = 0; 
  switch (id) { 
   case 1: sizeIndex = a1size; break; 
   case 2: sizeIndex = a2size; break; 
   case 3: sizeIndex = a3size; break; 
   case 4: sizeIndex = a4size; break; 
   case 5: sizeIndex = a5size; break; 
   case 6: sizeIndex = a6size; break; 
   case 7: sizeIndex = a7size; break; 
   default: sizeIndex = -1; 
  } 
  double size = hh->GetData(sizeIndex); 
  cropRecord[6+Choice[id-1][0]] += size; 
  cropRecord[Choice[id-1][1]] += size; 
  cropRecord[6+Choice[id-1][2]] += size; 
  cropRecord[Choice[id-1][3]] += size; 
 } 
 //Index of Qualitative Variation: k/(k-1) * 1-[SUM from i=0 to k[(Proportion in category i)^2]] 
 //6 categories, raj, pot, pea, mze, wht, bar 
 double totalArea = 0; 
 //total area is sum of all land unit acreage, four times each (once per season) 
 for (int i=0; i < 10; i++) { 
  //do not count uncultivated area (winter nor summer) 
  if (i != 0 && i != 6) 
   totalArea += cropRecord[i]; 
 } 
 double rajmahProportion = (cropRecord[1]+0.5*cropRecord[5])/totalArea; 
 double potProportion = (cropRecord[2])/totalArea; 
 double peaProportion = (cropRecord[3])/totalArea; 
 double maizeProportion = (cropRecord[4]+0.5*cropRecord[5])/totalArea; 
 double wheatProportion = (cropRecord[7]+0.85*cropRecord[9])/totalArea; 
 double barProportion = (cropRecord[8]+0.15*cropRecord[9])/totalArea; 
 double sumOfSquares = pow(rajmahProportion,2) + pow(potProportion,2) + pow(peaProportion,2) +  
 pow(maizeProportion,2) + pow(wheatProportion,2) + pow(barProportion,2); 
 double IQV =  6*(1 - sumOfSquares)/5; 
 //return utility calculation 
 diverse_baseCoeff_adjust = InterpolateDiverseCoeff(IQV); 
 return IQV*(m_diverse_baseCoeff*diverse_baseCoeff_adjust); 
} 
 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::InterpolateDiverseCoeff(double diverseUtility) { 
 double x_range[8] = {0, 0.143, 0.285, 0.428, 0.571, 0.713, 0.857, 1.0}; 
 int i = 0; 
 while (diverseUtility > x_range[i]) { 
  i++; 
 } 
 //calculate slope for linear interpolation 
 double slope = (m_diverse[i] - m_diverse[i-1]) / (x_range[i] - x_range[i-1]); 
 double additionalX = diverseUtility - x_range[i-1]; 
 return m_diverse[i-1]+(slope*additionalX); 
} 
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Social Norm Utility Calculation 
 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::CalcUniformUtility(int Choice[][4], CHousehold* hh, int lu_id[]) { 
 double uniformUtility = 0; 
 double uniform_baseCoeff_adjust = 0; 
 int luCount = 0; 
 luCount = hh->GetLandUnitCount(); 
 int village = (int)hh->GetData(villid) - 1; //minus 1 for zero-referenced array 
 for (int j = 0; j < luCount; j++){ 
  for (int k = 0; k < 4; k++) { //seasons 
   if (k == 0 || k == 2) {//winter 
    if (Choice[lu_id[j]-1][k] == m_landUnitStats[village][lu_id[j]-1][k].maxCropType-6) 
     uniformUtility += m_landUnitStats[village][lu_id[j]-1][k].proportionMaxCrop; 
   } 
   else { //summer 
    if (Choice[lu_id[j]-1][k] == m_landUnitStats[village][lu_id[j]-1][k].maxCropType) 
     uniformUtility += m_landUnitStats[village][lu_id[j]-1][k].proportionMaxCrop; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 uniformUtility /= luCount*4; //average proportion (uniformity) 
 uniform_baseCoeff_adjust = InterpolateUniformCoeff(uniformUtility); 
 return uniformUtility*(m_uniform_baseCoeff*uniform_baseCoeff_adjust); //return adjusted average proportion 
} 
 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::InterpolateUniformCoeff(double uniformUtility) { 
 double x_range[8] = {0, 0.1, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0}; 
 int i = 0; 
 while (uniformUtility > x_range[i]) { 
  i++; 
 } 
 //calculate slope for linear interpolation 
 double slope = (m_uniform[i] - m_uniform[i-1]) / (x_range[i] - x_range[i-1]); 
 double additionalX = uniformUtility - x_range[i-1]; 
 return m_uniform[i-1]+(slope*additionalX); 
} 
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Market Utility Calculation 
 
 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::CalcMarketUtility(int Choice[][4], CHousehold* hh, int lu_id[], CLandUnit* lu[]) { 
 double marketUtility = 0; 
 double market_baseCoeff_adjust = 0; 
 int luCount = 0; 
 double luSize[7] = {a1size,a2size,a3size,a4size,a5size,a6size,a7size}; 
 double productivity = 0; 
 double valuePerBigha = 0; 
 double luValue = 0; 
 double harvestTime = 0; 
 double fifthOfPeriod = 0; 
 double period = 0; 
 bool luCalculatedRaj = false; 
 bool luCalculatedPot = false; 
 bool luCalculatedPea = false; 
 int cashCropCount = 0; 
 luCount = hh->GetLandUnitCount(); 
 for (int j = 0; j < luCount; j++){ 
  luCalculatedRaj = false; 
  luCalculatedPot = false; 
  luCalculatedPea = false; 
  switch(Choice[lu_id[j]-1][1]) { //summer Y2 
  case 1: productivity = lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah6); 
   harvestTime = (lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah5) - 1)*4 + lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah4); 
   period = m_marketPeriodRajmahEnd - m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin; 
   fifthOfPeriod = period/5; 
   if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + fifthOfPeriod) //first quintile 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[0]*productivity - basePriceRaj[0]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[0]/basePriceRaj[0])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[0]/basePriceRaj[0]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 2*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[1]*productivity - basePriceRaj[1]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[1]/basePriceRaj[1])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[1]/basePriceRaj[1]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 3*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[2]*productivity - basePriceRaj[2]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[2]/basePriceRaj[2])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[2]/basePriceRaj[2]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 4*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[3]*productivity - basePriceRaj[3]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[3]/basePriceRaj[3])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[3]/basePriceRaj[3]))); 
   else 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[4]*productivity - basePriceRaj[4]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[4]/basePriceRaj[4])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[4]/basePriceRaj[4]))); 
   luValue = valuePerBigha; 
   marketUtility += luValue; 
   luCalculatedRaj = true; 
   cashCropCount++; break; 
  case 2: productivity = lu[j]->GetData(LU_potato6); 
   harvestTime = (lu[j]->GetData(LU_potato5) - 1)*4 + lu[j]->GetData(LU_potato4); 
   period = m_marketPeriodPotatoEnd - m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin; 
   fifthOfPeriod = period/5; 
   if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin + fifthOfPeriod) //first quintile 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[0]*productivity - basePricePot[0]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[0]/basePricePot[0])*(m_marketRatesPotato[0]/basePricePot[0]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin + 2*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[1]*productivity - basePricePot[1]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[1]/basePricePot[1])*(m_marketRatesPotato[1]/basePricePot[1]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin + 3*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[2]*productivity - basePricePot[2]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[2]/basePricePot[2])*(m_marketRatesPotato[2]/basePricePot[2]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin + 4*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[3]*productivity - basePricePot[3]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[3]/basePricePot[3])*(m_marketRatesPotato[3]/basePricePot[3]))); 
   else 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[4]*productivity - basePricePot[4]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[4]/basePricePot[4])*(m_marketRatesPotato[4]/basePricePot[4]))); 
   luValue = valuePerBigha; 
   marketUtility += luValue; 
   luCalculatedPot = true; 
   cashCropCount++; break; 
  case 3: productivity = lu[j]->GetData(LU_peasa6); 
   harvestTime = (lu[j]->GetData(LU_peasa5) - 1)*4 + lu[j]->GetData(LU_peasa4); 
   period = m_marketPeriodPeaEnd - m_marketPeriodPeaBegin; 
   fifthOfPeriod = period/5; 
   if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPeaBegin + fifthOfPeriod) //first quintile 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[0]*productivity - basePricePea[0]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[0]/basePricePea[0])*(m_marketRatesPea[0]/basePricePea[0]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPeaBegin + 2*fifthOfPeriod) 
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valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[1]*productivity - basePricePea[1]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[1]/basePricePea[1])*(m_marketRatesPea[1]/basePricePea[1]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPeaBegin + 3*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[2]*productivity - basePricePea[2]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[2]/basePricePea[2])*(m_marketRatesPea[2]/basePricePea[2]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPeaBegin + 4*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[3]*productivity - basePricePea[3]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[3]/basePricePea[3])*(m_marketRatesPea[3]/basePricePea[3]))); 
   else 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[4]*productivity - basePricePea[4]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[4]/basePricePea[4])*(m_marketRatesPea[4]/basePricePea[4]))); 
   luValue = valuePerBigha; 
   marketUtility += luValue; 
   luCalculatedPea = true; 
   cashCropCount++; break; 
  case 5: productivity = lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah6); 
   harvestTime = (lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah5) - 1)*4 + lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah4); 
   period = m_marketPeriodRajmahEnd - m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin; 
   fifthOfPeriod = period/5; 
   if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + fifthOfPeriod) //first quintile 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[0]*productivity - basePriceRaj[0]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[0]/basePriceRaj[0])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[0]/basePriceRaj[0]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 2*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[1]*productivity - basePriceRaj[1]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[1]/basePriceRaj[1])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[1]/basePriceRaj[1]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 3*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[2]*productivity - basePriceRaj[2]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[2]/basePriceRaj[2])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[2]/basePriceRaj[2]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 4*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[3]*productivity - basePriceRaj[3]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[3]/basePriceRaj[3])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[3]/basePriceRaj[3]))); 
   else 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[4]*productivity - basePriceRaj[4]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[4]/basePriceRaj[4])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[4]/basePriceRaj[4]))); 
   //divide by two for rajmah intercropped with maize. Assume 50-50 
   luValue = valuePerBigha; 
   marketUtility += luValue; 
   luCalculatedRaj = true; 
   cashCropCount++; break; 
  default: break; 
  } 
 
  switch(Choice[lu_id[j]-1][3]) { //summer Y3 
  case 1: if (luCalculatedRaj == false) { //avoid repeating costly calcs if they have already been done 
   productivity = lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah6); 
   harvestTime = (lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah5) - 1)*4 + lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah4); 
   period = m_marketPeriodRajmahEnd - m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin; 
   fifthOfPeriod = period/5; 
   if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + fifthOfPeriod) //first quintile 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[0]*productivity - basePriceRaj[0]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[0]/basePriceRaj[0])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[0]/basePriceRaj[0]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 2*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[1]*productivity - basePriceRaj[1]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[1]/basePriceRaj[1])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[1]/basePriceRaj[1]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 3*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[2]*productivity - basePriceRaj[2]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[2]/basePriceRaj[2])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[2]/basePriceRaj[2]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 4*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[3]*productivity - basePriceRaj[3]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[3]/basePriceRaj[3])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[3]/basePriceRaj[3]))); 
   else 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[4]*productivity - basePriceRaj[4]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[4]/basePriceRaj[4])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[4]/basePriceRaj[4]))); 
   luValue = valuePerBigha; 
   } 
   marketUtility += luValue; 
   cashCropCount++; break; 
  case 2: if (luCalculatedPot == false) { 
   productivity = lu[j]->GetData(LU_potato6); 
   harvestTime = (lu[j]->GetData(LU_potato5) - 1)*4 + lu[j]->GetData(LU_potato4); 
   period = m_marketPeriodPotatoEnd - m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin; 
   fifthOfPeriod = period/5; 
   if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin + fifthOfPeriod) //first quintile 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[0]*productivity - basePricePot[0]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[0]/basePricePot[0])*(m_marketRatesPotato[0]/basePricePot[0]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin + 2*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[1]*productivity - basePricePot[1]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[1]/basePricePot[1])*(m_marketRatesPotato[1]/basePricePot[1]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin + 3*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[2]*productivity - basePricePot[2]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[2]/basePricePot[2])*(m_marketRatesPotato[2]/basePricePot[2]))); 
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   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPotatoBegin + 4*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[3]*productivity - basePricePot[3]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[3]/basePricePot[3])*(m_marketRatesPotato[3]/basePricePot[3]))); 
   else 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPotato[4]*productivity - basePricePot[4]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPotato[4]/basePricePot[4])*(m_marketRatesPotato[4]/basePricePot[4]))); 
   luValue = valuePerBigha; 
   } 
   marketUtility += luValue; 
   cashCropCount++; break; 
  case 3: if (luCalculatedPea == false) { 
   productivity = lu[j]->GetData(LU_peasa6); 
   harvestTime = (lu[j]->GetData(LU_peasa5) - 1)*4 + lu[j]->GetData(LU_peasa4); 
   period = m_marketPeriodPeaEnd - m_marketPeriodPeaBegin; 
   fifthOfPeriod = period/5; 
   if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPeaBegin + fifthOfPeriod) //first quintile 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[0]*productivity - basePricePea[0]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[0]/basePricePea[0])*(m_marketRatesPea[0]/basePricePea[0]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPeaBegin + 2*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[1]*productivity - basePricePea[1]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[1]/basePricePea[1])*(m_marketRatesPea[1]/basePricePea[1]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPeaBegin + 3*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[2]*productivity - basePricePea[2]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[2]/basePricePea[2])*(m_marketRatesPea[2]/basePricePea[2]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodPeaBegin + 4*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[3]*productivity - basePricePea[3]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[3]/basePricePea[3])*(m_marketRatesPea[3]/basePricePea[3]))); 
   else 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesPea[4]*productivity - basePricePea[4]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesPea[4]/basePricePea[4])*(m_marketRatesPea[4]/basePricePea[4]))); 
   luValue = valuePerBigha; 
   } 
   marketUtility += luValue; 
   cashCropCount++; break; 
  case 5: if (luCalculatedRaj == false) { 
   productivity = lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah6); 
   harvestTime = (lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah5) - 1)*4 + lu[j]->GetData(LU_rajmah4); 
   period = m_marketPeriodRajmahEnd - m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin; 
   fifthOfPeriod = period/5; 
   if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + fifthOfPeriod) //first quintile 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[0]*productivity - basePriceRaj[0]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[0]/basePriceRaj[0])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[0]/basePriceRaj[0]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 2*fifthOfPeriod) 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[1]*productivity - basePriceRaj[1]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[1]/basePriceRaj[1])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[1]/basePriceRaj[1]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 3*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[2]*productivity - basePriceRaj[2]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[2]/basePriceRaj[2])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[2]/basePriceRaj[2]))); 
   else if (harvestTime < m_marketPeriodRajmahBegin + 4*fifthOfPeriod)  
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[3]*productivity - basePriceRaj[3]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[3]/basePriceRaj[3])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[3]/basePriceRaj[3]))); 
   else 
valuePerBigha = m_marketRatesRajmah[4]*productivity - basePriceRaj[4]*productivity*(1-
((m_marketRatesRajmah[4]/basePriceRaj[4])*(m_marketRatesRajmah[4]/basePriceRaj[4]))); 
   //divide by two for rajmah intercropped with maize. Assume 50-50 
   luValue = valuePerBigha; 
   } 
   marketUtility += luValue; 
   cashCropCount++; break; 
  default: break; 
  } 
 } 
 if (marketUtility != 0) 
  marketUtility /= cashCropCount; 
 market_baseCoeff_adjust = InterpolateMarketCoeff(marketUtility); 
 return marketUtility*(m_market_baseCoeff*market_baseCoeff_adjust); 
} 
 
double CthaltukhodSim1Doc::InterpolateMarketCoeff(double marketUtility) { 
 double x_range[11] = {0, 500, 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 20000, 40000, 60000, 80000}; 
 int i = 0; 
 while (marketUtility > x_range[i] && i < 11) { 
  i++; 
 } 
 if (i == 11) //for greater than max, return max. 
  return m_market[i-1]; 
 //calculate slope for linear interpolation 
 double slope = (m_market[i] - m_market[i-1]) / (x_range[i] - x_range[i-1]); 
 double additionalX = marketUtility - x_range[i-1]; 
 return m_market[i-1]+(slope*additionalX); 
}  
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Spatial Visualization of Crop Choices 
 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1View::OnDraw(CDC* pDC) 
{ 
 CthaltukhodSim1Doc* pDoc = GetDocument(); 
 ASSERT_VALID(pDoc); 
 if (!pDoc) 
  return; 
  
 CRect rectClient; 
 int logicalZeroX = 0; 
 int logicalZeroY = 0; 
 int logicalMaxX = 0; 
 int logicalMaxY = 0; 
 int extentX = 0; 
 int extentY = 0; 
 float pointSizeAdj = 0; 
  
 // if onDraw runs before onNewDocument, defer to another call to onDraw  
 if (pDoc->m_households.GetCount() == 0) 
  return; 
 
 // Read the bounding boxes of all shapefiles. Choose the largest value 
 // for the maximums and the smallest for the minimums. This is the  
 // default extent of the viewable area (with a cushion added so that data 
 // point are well within margins. The lat/long values are scaled up by a  
 // multiplier so they can be processed as integers, since the device context 
 // only works with integer coordinates. 
 CGeoRect* boundingBoxLand = new CGeoRect; 
 CGeoRect* boundingBoxForest = new CGeoRect; 
 boundingBoxLand = pDoc->m_landUnitsShp.GetBoundingBox(); 
 boundingBoxForest = pDoc->m_forestUnitsShp.GetBoundingBox(); 
 if (boundingBoxForest->xmin < boundingBoxLand->xmin) 
  logicalZeroX = (int) (boundingBoxForest->xmin*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)-m_BBOX_CUSHION; 
 else 
  logicalZeroX = (int) (boundingBoxLand->xmin*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)-m_BBOX_CUSHION;  
 if (boundingBoxForest->ymin < boundingBoxLand->ymin) 
  logicalZeroY = (int) (boundingBoxForest->ymin*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)-m_BBOX_CUSHION; 
 else 
  logicalZeroY = (int) (boundingBoxLand->ymin*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)-m_BBOX_CUSHION; 
 if (boundingBoxForest->xmax > boundingBoxLand->xmax) 
  logicalMaxX = (int) (boundingBoxForest->xmax*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)+m_BBOX_CUSHION; 
 else 
  logicalMaxX = (int) (boundingBoxLand->xmax*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)+m_BBOX_CUSHION; 
 if (boundingBoxForest->ymax > boundingBoxLand->ymax) 
  logicalMaxY = (int) (boundingBoxForest->ymax*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)+m_BBOX_CUSHION; 
 else 
  logicalMaxY = (int) (boundingBoxLand->ymax*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)+m_BBOX_CUSHION;   
 extentX = logicalMaxX - logicalZeroX; 
 extentY = logicalMaxY - logicalZeroY; 
 CPoint bottomRight(extentX,0); 
 CPoint topLeft(0,extentY); 
 m_fullExtentBoundingBox.SetRect(topLeft, bottomRight);  
  
 LPSCROLLINFO si = new SCROLLINFO; 
 si->cbSize = sizeof(SCROLLINFO); 
 si->fMask = SIF_PAGE | SIF_RANGE | SIF_POS; 
 si->nMin = 0; 
 si->nMax = m_fullExtentBoundingBox.top; 
 si->nPos = 3000; 
 si->nPage = m_fullExtentBoundingBox.top/16; 
 SetScrollInfo(SB_VERT,si,TRUE); 
 delete si; 
 
 // The window origin and extent, as well as viewport origin and extent,  
 // must be setup to the previous extents. If a custom bounding box has not 
 // been previously specified, then the default extents are used. Otherwise, 
 // the extents are set to the previous bounding box, which is critical to 
 // the calculations of the next custom bounding box (because the new box 
 // must be evaluated by the scale factors of the previous box). 
 // The viewport origin is always set to indicate that the top left device 
 // coordinates (0,0) are pegged to logical coordinates (0,0). The viewport 
 // extent is always pegged to the viewable client area.  
 pDC->SetMapMode(MM_ISOTROPIC); 
 if (m_customBoundingBox.IsRectNull() || m_customBoundingBoxPrev.IsRectNull()) {   
  pDC->SetWindowOrg(0,extentY); 
  pDC->SetWindowExt(extentX, extentY); 
 } 
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 else { 
  pDC->SetWindowOrg(m_customBoundingBoxPrev.left,m_customBoundingBoxPrev.top); 
  pDC->SetWindowExt(m_customBoundingBoxPrev.Width(), -m_customBoundingBoxPrev.Height()); 
 } 
 GetClientRect(rectClient); 
 pDC->SetViewportOrg(0,0); 
 pDC->SetViewportExt(rectClient.right,-rectClient.bottom); 
 
 // With the previous extents setup, we can now change the bounding box 
 // extents if the user has drawn a new custom box. The box is converted 
 // to logical coordinates and then saved into m_customBoundingBoxPrev. 
 // With a new bounding box, the point size is scaled down as we zoom in. 
 // If the bounding box has not changed, but onDraw has been called by  
 // Windows, simply redraw the existing extents. If no bounding box has been 
 // defined yet, then keep the default settings from above. 
 if (m_boundingBoxChange == TRUE){ 
  pDC->DPtoLP(&m_customBoundingBox); 
  m_customBoundingBoxPrev = m_customBoundingBox; 
  pDC->SetWindowOrg(m_customBoundingBox.left,m_customBoundingBox.top); 
  pDC->SetWindowExt(m_customBoundingBox.Width(), -m_customBoundingBox.Height()); 
  pDC->SetViewportOrg(0,0); 
  pDC->SetViewportExt(rectClient.right,-rectClient.bottom); 
  m_boundingBoxChange = FALSE; 
  pointSizeAdj = m_POINTSIZE*(sqrt((float)m_customBoundingBox.Width()/(float)extentX)); 
  if (pointSizeAdj < 1.0) 
   pointSizeAdj = 1.0; 
 } 
 else if (!m_customBoundingBox.IsRectNull()) { 
  pDC->SetWindowOrg(m_customBoundingBox.left,m_customBoundingBox.top); 
  pDC->SetWindowExt(m_customBoundingBox.Width(), -m_customBoundingBox.Height()); 
  pointSizeAdj = m_POINTSIZE*(sqrt((float)m_customBoundingBox.Width()/(float)extentX)); 
  if (pointSizeAdj < 1.0) 
   pointSizeAdj = 1.0; 
 }  
 else 
  pointSizeAdj = m_POINTSIZE; 
  
 // Read forest units from the list one at a time, scaling each one 
 // in the same way that the bounding box was scaled. Draw a polygon for 
 // each until the list has been exhausted. 
 POSITION head = pDoc->m_forestUnits.GetHeadPosition(); 
 CEsriPolygon* geoPolygon; 
 CPoint* polygonPoints; 
 do { 
 geoPolygon = pDoc->m_forestUnits.GetNext(head); 
 CForestUnit* fUnit = (CForestUnit*) geoPolygon; // polymorph pointer to inherited type 
 int polyParts = geoPolygon->GetNumParts(); //number of parts to current polygon 
 int* polyPartsPtr = geoPolygon->GetPartsPtr(); //array of indexes to beginning of each polygon 
 CEsriPoint point; 
 int index = 0; 
 //Multipart polygons must be accomodated. First, all points of all parts are 
 //copied into polygonPoints.  
 polygonPoints = new CPoint[geoPolygon->GetNumPoints()]; 
 for (int i = 0; i < geoPolygon->GetNumPoints(); i++) { 
  point = geoPolygon->GetPoint(i); 
  polygonPoints[i].x = ((int) (point.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroX; 
  polygonPoints[i].y = ((int) (point.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroY; 
 } 
 //each individual part of the polygon must be drawn separately. First, its 
 //size is determined (there are cases for 1st, last, and intermediate parts). 
 //polygonPart is created to hold all the points of one part of the polygon 
 for (int j = 0; j < polyParts; j++) { 
  int arraySize = 0;  
  if (polyParts == 1) 
   arraySize = geoPolygon->GetNumPoints(); 
  else if (j == polyParts-1)  
   arraySize = geoPolygon->GetNumPoints() - polyPartsPtr[j]; 
  else 
   arraySize = polyPartsPtr[j+1] - polyPartsPtr[j];   
  CPoint* polygonPart = new CPoint[arraySize];; 
  for (int k = 0; k < arraySize; k++) { 
   polygonPart[k].x = polygonPoints[index].x; 
   polygonPart[k].y = polygonPoints[index].y; 
   index++; 
  } 
  //shading of the polygons 
  float forestCover32cm = fUnit->GetData(FO_cvr32cm); 
  int shade = (int)((forestCover32cm / 0.368) * 255); 
  CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 3, MDGRAY); 
  CBrush brush (RGB(0,shade,shade)); 
  pDC->SelectObject(&pen);  
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  pDC->SelectObject(&brush);  
  bool drawOk = pDC->Polygon(polygonPart, arraySize); 
  delete(polygonPart); 
 } 
 delete(polygonPoints); 
 //read next polygon 
 } while (geoPolygon != pDoc->m_forestUnits.GetTail()); 
   
 // Read land units from the list one at a time, scaling each one 
 // in the same way that the bounding box was scaled. Draw a polygon for 
 // each until the list has been exhausted. 
 head = pDoc->m_landUnits.GetHeadPosition(); 
 do { 
 geoPolygon = pDoc->m_landUnits.GetNext(head); 
 CEsriPoint point; 
 polygonPoints = new CPoint[geoPolygon->GetNumPoints()]; 
 for (int i = 0; i < geoPolygon->GetNumPoints(); i++) { 
  point = geoPolygon->GetPoint(i); 
  polygonPoints[i].x = ((int) (point.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroX; 
  polygonPoints[i].y = ((int) (point.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroY; 
 } 
 CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 3, MDGRAY); 
 CBrush brush (LTGRAY); 
 pDC->SelectObject(&pen);  
 pDC->SelectObject(&brush);  
 bool drawOk = pDC->Polygon(polygonPoints, geoPolygon->GetNumPoints()); 
 delete(polygonPoints); 
 //draw control point for polygon 
 CEsriPoint controlPoint = geoPolygon->GetControlPoint(); 
 int adjCoorX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroX; 
 int adjCoorY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroY; 
 CRect rc(adjCoorX-0.5*pointSizeAdj,adjCoorY+0.5*pointSizeAdj,adjCoorX+0.5*pointSizeAdj,  
adjCoorY-0.5*pointSizeAdj); 
CRect rcText(adjCoorX+0.5*pointSizeAdj,adjCoorY+0.5*pointSizeAdj*4,adjCoorX+0.5*pointSizeAdj*4, 
adjCoorY+0.5*pointSizeAdj); 
 CPen penControl(PS_SOLID, 1, DKGRAY); 
 CBrush brushControl (DKGRAY); 
 pDC->SelectObject(&penControl);  
 pDC->SelectObject(&brushControl);  
 pDC->Rectangle(&rc); 
 CFont newFont, * p_oldFont; 
 newFont.CreatePointFont(70,_T("ARIAL"),pDC); 
 p_oldFont = pDC->SelectObject(&newFont); 
 CLandUnit *luForLabel = (CLandUnit*) geoPolygon; 
 int luLabel = (int)luForLabel->GetData(LU_unitid); 
 CString luLabelString; 
 luLabelString.Format(_T("%i"), luLabel); 
 pDC->DrawText(luLabelString,&rcText,DT_CENTER); 
 pDC->SelectObject(p_oldFont); 
 //read next polygon 
 } while (geoPolygon != pDoc->m_landUnits.GetTail()); 
 
 //draw lines from households to land units 
 CLandUnit* hhLandUnit; 
 CHousehold* geoCoordinate; 
 CMainFrame* mainFrame = (CMainFrame*)AfxGetMainWnd( ); 
 int time = mainFrame->GetTime(); 
 LineHouseLand(pDC, logicalZeroX, logicalZeroY, time); 
 
 // Read households from the household list one at a time, scaling each one 
 // in the same way that the bounding box was scaled. Draw a point for each 
 // until the list has been exhausted. 
 head = pDoc->m_households.GetHeadPosition(); 
 do { 
 geoCoordinate = pDoc->m_households.GetNext(head); 
 int adjCoorX = ((int) (geoCoordinate->getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroX; 
 int adjCoorY = ((int) (geoCoordinate->getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroY; 
 CRect rc(adjCoorX-0.5*pointSizeAdj,adjCoorY+0.5*pointSizeAdj,adjCoorX+0.5*pointSizeAdj,  
adjCoorY-0.5*pointSizeAdj); 
 float shape = geoCoordinate->GetData(caste); 
 CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 3, BLACK); 
 CBrush brush (BLACK); 
 pDC->SelectObject(&pen);  
 pDC->SelectObject(&brush);  
 if (shape != 0) 
  pDC->Ellipse(&rc); 
 else 
  pDC->Rectangle(&rc); 
 } while (geoCoordinate != pDoc->m_households.GetTail()); 
 return; 
}  
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Lines that Symbolize Crop Choices 
 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1View::LineHouseLand(CDC* pDC, int logicalZeroX, int logicalZeroY, int time) 
{ 
 CLandUnit* hhLandUnit; 
 CHousehold* geoCoordinate; 
 int xyIndex = 0; 
 int adjustedTime = 0; 
 int missingData = 0; 
 bool cc1[7]; 
 bool cc2[7]; 
 bool cc3[7]; 
 bool cc3_prev[7]; 
 bool fc6[7]; 
 bool fc7[7]; 
 bool fc7_prev[7]; 
 bool fc8[7]; 
 bool fc8_prev[7]; 
 int axyxcropx[7][4]; 
 int axyxcropx_prev[7][4]; 
 int axyxcropIndex[7][4]; 
 int axyxcropIndex_prev[7][4]; 
  
 CthaltukhodSim1Doc* pDoc = GetDocument(); 
 ASSERT_VALID(pDoc); 
 if (!pDoc) 
  return; 
  
 //draw default gray lines from households to land units 
 POSITION head = pDoc->m_households.GetHeadPosition(); 
 do { 
  int k = 0; 
  geoCoordinate = pDoc->m_households.GetNext(head); 
  int adjCoorX = ((int) (geoCoordinate->getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroX; 
  int adjCoorY = ((int) (geoCoordinate->getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroY; 
  do { 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(k); 
  if (hhLandUnit != 0) 
  { 
   CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
   int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroX; 
   int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroY; 
   CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.5, DKGRAY); 
   pDC->SelectObject(&pen);  
   pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
  } 
  k++; 
  } while (hhLandUnit != 0); 
 } while (geoCoordinate != pDoc->m_households.GetTail()); 
  
 int axy5cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y5crop1,a1y5crop2,a1y5crop3,a1y5crop4, 
      a2y5crop1,a2y5crop2,a2y5crop3,a2y5crop4, 
      a3y5crop1,a3y5crop2,a3y5crop3,a3y5crop4, 
      a4y5crop1,a4y5crop2,a4y5crop3,a4y5crop4, 
      a5y5crop1,a5y5crop2,a5y5crop3,a5y5crop4, 
      a6y5crop1,a6y5crop2,a6y5crop3,a6y5crop4, 
      a7y5crop1,a7y5crop2,a7y5crop3,a7y5crop4}; 
 int axy4cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y4crop1,a1y4crop2,a1y4crop3,a1y4crop4, 
        a2y4crop1,a2y4crop2,a2y4crop3,a2y4crop4, 
        a3y4crop1,a3y4crop2,a3y4crop3,a3y4crop4, 
        a4y4crop1,a4y4crop2,a4y4crop3,a4y4crop4, 
        a5y4crop1,a5y4crop2,a5y4crop3,a5y4crop4, 
        a6y4crop1,a6y4crop2,a6y4crop3,a6y4crop4, 
        a7y4crop1,a7y4crop2,a7y4crop3,a7y4crop4}; 
 int axy3cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y3crop1,a1y3crop2,a1y3crop3,a1y3crop4, 
        a2y3crop1,a2y3crop2,a2y3crop3,a2y3crop4, 
        a3y3crop1,a3y3crop2,a3y3crop3,a3y3crop4, 
        a4y3crop1,a4y3crop2,a4y3crop3,a4y3crop4, 
        a5y3crop1,a5y3crop2,a5y3crop3,a5y3crop4, 
        a6y3crop1,a6y3crop2,a6y3crop3,a6y3crop4, 
        a7y3crop1,a7y3crop2,a7y3crop3,a7y3crop4}; 
 int axy2cropIndex[7][4] = {a1y2crop1,a1y2crop2,a1y2crop3,a1y2crop4, 
        a2y2crop1,a2y2crop2,a2y2crop3,a2y2crop4, 
        a3y2crop1,a3y2crop2,a3y2crop3,a3y2crop4, 
        a4y2crop1,a4y2crop2,a4y2crop3,a4y2crop4, 
        a5y2crop1,a5y2crop2,a5y2crop3,a5y2crop4, 
        a6y2crop1,a6y2crop2,a6y2crop3,a6y2crop4, 
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        a7y2crop1,a7y2crop2,a7y2crop3,a7y2crop4}; 
  
 if (time <= 47) { 
  for (int i = 0; i < 7; i++) { 
   for (int j=0; j < 4; j++) { 
    axyxcropIndex[i][j] = axy5cropIndex[i][j]; 
    axyxcropIndex_prev[i][j] = axy5cropIndex[i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
  adjustedTime = time; 
 } 
 else if (time <= 95) { 
  for (int i = 0; i < 7; i++) { 
   for (int j=0; j < 4; j++) { 
    axyxcropIndex[i][j] = axy4cropIndex[i][j]; 
    axyxcropIndex_prev[i][j] = axy5cropIndex[i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
 adjustedTime = time - 48*1; 
 } 
 else if (time <= 143) { 
  for (int i = 0; i < 7; i++) { 
   for (int j=0; j < 4; j++) { 
    axyxcropIndex[i][j] = axy3cropIndex[i][j]; 
    axyxcropIndex_prev[i][j] = axy4cropIndex[i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
 adjustedTime = time - 48*2; 
 } 
 else if (time <= 191) { 
  for (int i = 0; i < 7; i++) { 
   for (int j=0; j < 4; j++) { 
    axyxcropIndex[i][j] = axy2cropIndex[i][j]; 
    axyxcropIndex_prev[i][j] = axy3cropIndex[i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
 adjustedTime = time - 48*3; 
 } 
  
 head = pDoc->m_households.GetHeadPosition(); 
 do { 
  geoCoordinate = pDoc->m_households.GetNext(head); 
  int adjCoorX = ((int) (geoCoordinate->getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroX; 
  int adjCoorY = ((int) (geoCoordinate->getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - logicalZeroY; 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int k = 0; k < 7; k++) { //iterate through land units 
   for (int m = 0; m < 4; m++) //iterate through crops in land unit 
   { 
    axyxcropx[k][m] = (int)geoCoordinate->GetData(axyxcropIndex[k][m]); 
    axyxcropx_prev[k][m] = (int)geoCoordinate->GetData(axyxcropIndex_prev[k][m]); 
   } 
   cc1[k] = (axyxcropx[k][0] == RAJMAH) || (axyxcropx[k][1] == RAJMAH) || 
    (axyxcropx[k][2] == RAJMAH) || (axyxcropx[k][3] == RAJMAH); 
   cc2[k] = (axyxcropx[k][0] == POTATO) || (axyxcropx[k][1] == POTATO) || 
    (axyxcropx[k][2] == POTATO) || (axyxcropx[k][3] == POTATO); 
   cc3[k] = (axyxcropx[k][0] == PEAS) || (axyxcropx[k][1] == PEAS) || 
    (axyxcropx[k][2] == PEAS) || (axyxcropx[k][3] == PEAS); 
   cc3_prev[k] = (axyxcropx_prev[k][0] == PEAS) || (axyxcropx_prev[k][1] == PEAS) || 
    (axyxcropx_prev[k][2] == PEAS) || (axyxcropx_prev[k][3] == PEAS); 
   fc6[k] = (axyxcropx[k][0] == MAIZE) || (axyxcropx[k][1] == MAIZE) || 
    (axyxcropx[k][2] == MAIZE) || (axyxcropx[k][3] == MAIZE); 
   fc7[k] = (axyxcropx[k][0] == WHEAT) || (axyxcropx[k][1] == WHEAT) || 
    (axyxcropx[k][2] == WHEAT) || (axyxcropx[k][3] == WHEAT); 
   fc7_prev[k] = (axyxcropx_prev[k][0] == WHEAT) || (axyxcropx_prev[k][1] == WHEAT) || 
    (axyxcropx_prev[k][2] == WHEAT) || (axyxcropx_prev[k][3] == WHEAT); 
   fc8[k] = (axyxcropx[k][0] == BARLEY) || (axyxcropx[k][1] == BARLEY) || 
    (axyxcropx[k][2] == BARLEY) || (axyxcropx[k][3] == BARLEY); 
   fc8_prev[k] = (axyxcropx_prev[k][0] == BARLEY) || (axyxcropx_prev[k][1] == BARLEY) || 
    (axyxcropx_prev[k][2] == BARLEY) || (axyxcropx_prev[k][3] == BARLEY); 
  }   
 
  //draw rajmah 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (cc1[j] == true) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_rajmah2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_rajmah3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
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     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_rajmah4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_rajmah5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
     else if (adjustedTime >= sowingTime && adjustedTime < harvestTime) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen* prevPen; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.5, RED); 
      CPen penIntercrop(PS_DASHDOTDOT, 0.5, RED); 
      //use dashed line if intercropped maize-rajmah 
      if (fc6[j] != TRUE) 
       prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
      else 
       prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&penIntercrop); 
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
      pDC->SelectObject(&prevPen); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
   
  //draw peas 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (cc3[j] == true) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_peasa2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_peasa3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_peasa4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_peasa5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
     //handle case where sow and harvest are in same year 
else if ((sowingTime < harvestTime && adjustedTime >= sowingTime && adjustedTime < 
harvestTime) || (sowingTime > harvestTime && adjustedTime >= sowingTime)) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.7, GREEN); 
      pDC->SelectObject(&pen);  
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
     }//end else if 
    }//end if 
   }//end for 
  }//end if 
  }//end for 
   
  //special case: draw peas harvested in following year 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (cc3_prev[j] == true && time >= 48) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_peasa2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_peasa3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_peasa4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_peasa5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
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     //handle case where sow and harvest are in same year 
     else if ((sowingTime > harvestTime && adjustedTime < harvestTime)) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.7, GREEN); 
      pDC->SelectObject(&pen);  
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
     }//end else if 
    }//end if 
   }//end for 
  }//end if 
  }//end for 
  
  //draw maize 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (fc6[j] == true && cc1[j] == false) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_maize2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_maize3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_maize4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_maize5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
     else if (adjustedTime >= sowingTime && adjustedTime < harvestTime) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen* prevPen; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.5, MAGENTA); 
      prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
      pDC->SelectObject(&prevPen); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
  //draw potato 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (cc2[j] == true) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_potato2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_potato3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_potato4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_potato5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
     else if (adjustedTime >= sowingTime && adjustedTime < harvestTime) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen* prevPen; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.7, YELLOW); 
      prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
      pDC->SelectObject(&prevPen); 
     } 
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    } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
   
  //draw wheat sowed in current year 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (fc7[j] == true) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_wheat2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_wheat3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_wheat4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_wheat5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
     //handle case where sow and harvest are in same year 
else if ((sowingTime < harvestTime && adjustedTime >= sowingTime && adjustedTime < 
harvestTime) || (sowingTime > harvestTime && adjustedTime >= sowingTime)) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen* prevPen; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.5, BLUE); 
      CPen penIntercrop(PS_DOT, 0.5, BLUE); 
      if (fc8[j] != TRUE) 
       prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
      else 
       prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&penIntercrop);    
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
      pDC->SelectObject(prevPen);  
     }//end else if 
    }//end if 
   }//end for 
  }//end if 
  }//end for 
   
  //draw wheat harvested in following year 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (fc7_prev[j] == true && time >= 48) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_wheat2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_wheat3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_wheat4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_wheat5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
     //handle case where sow and harvest are in same year 
     else if ((sowingTime > harvestTime && adjustedTime < harvestTime)) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
      int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) -  
      logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen* prevPen; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.5, BLUE); 
      CPen penIntercrop(PS_DOT, 0.5, BLUE); 
      if (fc8_prev[j] != TRUE) 
       prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
      else 
       prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&penIntercrop);    
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
      pDC->SelectObject(prevPen);  
     }//end else if 
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    }//end if 
   }//end for 
  }//end if 
  }//end for 
 
  //draw barley sowed in current year 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (fc8[j] == true && fc7[j] == false) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_barley2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_barley3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_barley4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_barley5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
     //handle case where sow and harvest are in same year 
else if ((sowingTime < harvestTime && adjustedTime >= sowingTime && adjustedTime < 
harvestTime) || (sowingTime > harvestTime && adjustedTime >= sowingTime)) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen* prevPen; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.5, CYAN); 
      prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
      pDC->SelectObject(prevPen);  
     }//end else if 
    }//end if 
   }//end for 
  }//end if 
  }//end for 
   
  //draw barley harvested in following year 
  pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
  for (int j = 0; j < 7; j++) { 
  if (fc8_prev[j] == true && fc7_prev[j] == false && time >= 48) { 
   for (int i = 0; i < geoCoordinate->GetLandUnitCount(); i++) { 
    hhLandUnit = geoCoordinate->GetLandUnit(i); 
    int unitid = (int) hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_unitid); 
    if (unitid == j+1) { 
     int sowingWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_barley2); 
     int sowingMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_barley3); 
     //This calc makes Month 1 Week 1 equivalent to time zero 
     int sowingTime = ((sowingMonth-1)*4 + sowingWeek) - 1; 
     int harvestWeek = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_barley4); 
     int harvestMonth = (int)hhLandUnit->GetData(LU_barley5); 
     int harvestTime = ((harvestMonth-1)*4 + harvestWeek) - 1; 
     if (sowingMonth == 0 || harvestMonth == 0) 
      missingData+=1; 
     //handle case where sow and harvest are in same year 
     else if ((sowingTime > harvestTime && adjustedTime < harvestTime)) { 
      CEsriPoint controlPoint = hhLandUnit->GetControlPoint(); 
      int adjCoorLuX = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointX()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) -  
      logicalZeroX; 
int adjCoorLuY = ((int) (controlPoint.getPointY()*m_BBOX_SCALEFACTOR)) - 
logicalZeroY; 
      CPen* prevPen; 
      CPen pen(PS_SOLID, 0.5, CYAN); 
      prevPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
      pDC->LineTo(adjCoorLuX,adjCoorLuY); 
      pDC->MoveTo(adjCoorX,adjCoorY); 
      pDC->SelectObject(prevPen);  
     }//end else if 
    }//end if 
   }//end for 
  }//end if 
  }//end for 
 
 } while (geoCoordinate != pDoc->m_households.GetTail());  
 return;  
}  
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Zoom Functions 
 
 
// CthaltukhodSim1View message handlers 
void CthaltukhodSim1View::OnLButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point) 
{ 
 //Initially set the bottom right corner of the bounding rectangle 
 //to a dummy value to avoid getting a zero-area rectangle. Set top 
 //left of bounding rectangle to the point where user clicked. 
 CPoint dummy(point.x+100,point.y+100); 
 m_customBoundingBox.SetRect(point,dummy); 
 CView::OnLButtonDown(nFlags, point); 
  
} 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1View::OnLButtonUp(UINT nFlags, CPoint point) 
{ 
 //Set bottom right of bounding rectangle to the point where the 
 //user released the left click. 
 CRect temp = m_customBoundingBox; 
 CPoint adjust; 
 CRect rectClient; 
 GetClientRect(rectClient); 
 if (point.x > temp.left && point.y > temp.top)  
  m_customBoundingBox.SetRect(temp.TopLeft(),point); 
 else { 
  m_customBoundingBox = rectClient; 
 } 
 m_boundingBoxChange = TRUE; 
 CView::OnLButtonUp(nFlags, point); 
 Invalidate(); 
} 
 
void CthaltukhodSim1View::OnButtonfullextent() 
{ 
 //Clear the bounding boxes so that view returns to default full extent 
 m_customBoundingBox.SetRectEmpty(); 
 m_customBoundingBoxPrev.SetRectEmpty(); 
 Invalidate(); 
} 
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Appendix B: Crop Choices from 2004-2007 
The following sets of temporal sequences show the actual crop choices of the seventeen villages of 
Thaltukhod Valley between 2004 and 2007. The spatial visualization feature of the modeling 
software was used to extract these sequences. Dharyan Village is omitted because its sequence is 
shown in Figure 10 (pp. 23).  
 
    Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 28: Latran Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 29: Sachaan Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 30: Khawan Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 31: Jukhan Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 32: Maduran Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an 
individual household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-
screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 33: Marh Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 34: Rajban Terang Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an 
individual household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-
screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 35: Panjond Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 36: Graman Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 37: Tegar Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 38: Bajgaan Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 39: Bhumchayan Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an 
individual household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-
screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 40: Singh Dhaar Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an 
individual household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-
screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 41: Bajot Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 42: Dhamchayan Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an 
individual household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-
screen). 
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Time = 31 (Summer 2004)  Time = 48 (Winter 2004) Time = 79 (Summer 2005) Time = 96 (Winter 2005) 
    
Time = 127 (Summer 2006) Time = 144 (Winter 2006) Time = 175 (Summer 2007) Time = 191 (Winter 2007) 
    
      
Peas Rajmah Wheat Rajmah-maize intercrop Land Unit Household 
Potato Maize Barley Wheat-barley intercrop Forest  
      Figure 43: Kharyan Village cropping patterns between 2004 and 2007. Each colored line represents the choice of an individual 
household in one agricultural land unit. Some land units may not be visible in the display (colored lines extend off-screen). 
 
